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5 TYPOLOGICAL STUDY 

 

 5.1 ABUSIR CERAMIC CLASSIFICATION 

The Abusir ceramic classification system was created by the present author and first presented 

in her Master thesis (Kytnarová 2009: 62–64). Since then, the number of classes, types and 

forms have been enlarged, based on new ceramic material from the excavations at Abusir 

South and Centre, but the basic outlines and principles of this classification have not changed 

(see e.g. Arias Kytnarová 2014b). Therefore, only a brief summary shall be offered here.  

 The pottery of Old Kingdom Egypt is quite unique due to the fact there has so far 

never been a cross-examination of its whole scope. The only work that has dealt with all the 

then available pottery was Kelley’s catalogue of ceramic finds, which included both Early 

Dynastic and Old Kingdom pieces (Kelley 1976); however, it offered only a reprint of all the 

until then published ceramic figures without any attempt at analysis and interpretation, as its 

main aim was to serve as a reference book. Most of the available publications concentrate on 

ceramic material from a single site (most notably Reisner 1931; Reisner – Smith 1955; 

Kammerer-Grothaus 1998; Rzeuska 2006; Wodzińska 2007; Alexanian 2009; Bárta 2006; 

Hawass – Senussi 2008; etc.), usually from the standpoint of the chronological development of 

the site, typological sequence of the available vessels and a clay description or analysis. The 

closest and most herculean attempt at listing all available Old Kingdom types with some basic 

delineation of their dating was part of A Manual of Egyptian Pottery, created by Wodzińska, 

its main function (reflected in the name) to serve as a quick field guide during excavations and 

showcasing only the most general trends in the ceramics (Wodzińska 2009a–d).   

 At the same time, it must be emphasized that such an all-encompassing study is 

unrealistic in the present stage of knowledge. Old Kingdom pottery was produced on a very 

local level and so far, no centrally, state-controlled standardization has been discovered (see 

e.g. Sterling 2004; Warden 2010 and 2014). While some general outlines were able to be 

confirmed in numerous sites, the morphological development of certain forms is decidedly 

different in the centre (i.e. the Memphite region) and the provinces (most notably evidenced 
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by the material from Balat). Even two neighbouring sites, such as Saqqara and Abusir, share 

only part of their typological sequences; in other words, each of the sites yields types and 

forms not available in the other. It is, therefore, unlikely that it will be possible to create a 

classification that would encompass all the available Old Kingdom material – first, that would 

require detailed publications of identical or at least similar standards (especially standardized 

clay identification, as the Vienna system is no longer fully sufficient) from all sites, a feat yet 

unaccomplished. Many sites are currently under excavation and have already brought forth a 

plethora of new ceramic data (most notably Giza, Saqqara, Abydos, Qubbit el-Hawa and Deir 

el-Bersha, including the site of Abusir), which remains published only partially due to time 

constraints.      

 For the above-listed reasons, none of the existing classifications (such as most notably 

Reisner – Smith 1955; Kaiser 1969, Rzeuska 2006 or Wodzińska 2007) could be used 

indiscriminately for the ceramic material from Abusir, as it would result in numerous gaps of 

examples unattested at our site, and moreover, would have to be artificially enlarged to 

encompass new types not available in those sites (Bárta 2006: types LIa, LIb and LIc, etc.).  The 

Abusir ceramic classification was created on the basis of the above-mentioned alpha-numeric 

systems with finer definitions inspired by the typology of the pottery from Saqqara West 

(Rzeuska 2006).  So far, nine main classes of ceramic objects have been identified:  

 J – Jars 

 B – Bowls 

 S – Stands 

 F – Bread forms 

 P – Platters 

 M – Miniature vessels 

 L – Lids 

 D – Mud stoppers 

 T – Tools 
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 The classes can be sorted into three main groups, namely containers (jars, bowls, bread 

forms, platters and miniature vessels), non-containers (stands), ancillary pottery (lids and 

mud stoppers) and finally technical pottery (tools). Although not all of these objects can be 

considered vessels, the present author felt it necessary to include all the available ceramic data.  

 The approaches to ceramic classification can be very diverse and depend first and 

foremost on the nature of the available material. In the cases when the assemblages consist 

mostly of small sherds and lack any epigraphic data concerning their exact function or 

possible full form of the vessels, the classification systems have to be based primarily on the 

material analysis and surface treatment or decoration (e.g. ware classifications). However, the 

traditional type seriation is still the most common and is represented e.g. by Dragendorff’ s 

classification of Roman terra sigillata (also known as Arretine/Samian ware; see Dragendorff 

1895) or, in Egyptian archaeology, by Petrie’ s sequence dating system, which encompasses a 

combination of morphological and ware typology (Petrie 1921).  

In European and Anglo-Saxon archaeology, the methods of different formal 

classification systems that are based either on measurement analysis or diverse mathematical 

descriptive systems are wide-spread. Individual components of vessels, such as the shape of 

the neck, body, rim and base, can be coded for easier identification and comparison (Orton – 

Hughes 2013: 192, Fig. 14.1; Procházka 2007).1  

Measurement-based classifications sort pottery on the grounds of the width to height 

ratio (e.g. Webster 1964). In Egyptian archaeology, a similar system was used by Holthoer to 

analyse New Kingdom vessel shapes (Holthoer 1977: 41–59). Vessels were divided into two 

main classes (i.e. closed and open vessels), on the grounds of their Aperture index, and into a 

further eight groups (e.g. beaker, bowl, dish and plate in open vessels) on the basis of their 

Vessel index. The system was later adapted for stone vessels by Hendrickx (1994: 109–128) 

and Aston (1994: 179–181). Some principles of this system were also used in the Abusir 

                                                            
1 This coding is highly useful with fragmentary assemblages and was employed by the present author for her 
work with selected material, such as e.g. bread form rims (see Fig. 5.16; also Arias Kytnarová 2011b: Figs. 11–14). 
In the case of bread forms, the shape of the rim is unrelated to specific types and does not bear any chronological 
significance in itself. Such coding facilitates a statistical analysis and comparison of these secondary markers 
between different assemblages.  
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ceramic classification, and the width to height ratio was established to define different types. It 

forms the basis of the morphometric analysis of diverse vessels (see e.g. Charts 5.2, 5.6, etc.).  

Another principle used in diverse versions includes establishing mathematical 

representations that reflect the shape of the pot. Most of these are based on different algebraic 

models and applied algorithms (e.g. Martínez-Carrillo 2011). Five main methods are currently 

in use, most predominantly the tangent-profile technique (TP) and the sampled tangent-

profile technique (STP); with the others consisting of B-spline curves, the centroid and 

cyclical curve technique, and the two-curve system (see also Orton – Hughes 2012: 197).  

However, as some scholars expressed, “many of these approaches seem to be more geared to 

the needs of efficient computer storage or the exploitation of software created for other 

purposes than to the characteristics of real pots” (Orton – Hughes 2012: 198). They certainly 

generate a vast amount of statistic data; however, the efficiency and, most of all, resulting 

information is limited. On the other side, it has to be noted that some principles can be 

applied to calculating curvatures of specific vessels, such as e.g. the rims of carinated bowls 

within the scope of a detailed study of their morphological development (see also Sterling 

2004: 75–84). 

An alternative approach is that of manufacturing sequences, based on the differences 

arising from various production techniques. It concentrated on the study of the traces left on 

the vessel that reflect the individual techniques used during its manufacture, using them as a 

basis for the typological sequences (e.g. Schuring 1984).  

Many of the above-mentioned systems were created in order to classify large amounts 

of small or problematic diagnostic and non-diagnostic sherds in largely fragmented 

assemblages, which would not provide sufficient information through traditional 

archaeological approaches (see e.g. Makridis – Daras 2012; Gilboa – Karasik – Sharon – 

Smilansky 2003). In comparison with other areas, Egyptian archaeology presents a unique 

circumstance, as we not only often uncover complete vessels enabling us to study their full 

morphology and its development, but we also have additional epigraphic and iconographic 

evidence proving the primary (and sometimes also secondary) function of particular shapes. 

Also, technological differences between diverse groups and types allow us to sort even small, 
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non-diagnostic sherds (a typical example can be seen e.g. in the body sherds of beer jars, 

stands and bread forms, in most cases easily recognisable in the assemblage). As a result, the 

presented classification is a combination of both formal and functional typology, rather than a 

purely formal classification based on the outer shapes of the vessels.  

The class is understood as a category of objects that have the same general morphology 

and identical function (e.g. J – jars or B – bowls). As an example, the class of miniature vessels 

includes all small-sized vessels rather than divides them into diverse classes on the basis of 

their shapes, since their function is considered one of the primary markers. Ceramic groups 

are understood as categories of vessels of the same class that share a similar shape (i.e. 

Aperture index), quality and function. As a result, sometimes very different examples can be 

part of the same group. For instance, group J-1 (beer jars) encompasses many diverse beer 

jars, including ovoid, tall tubular, low tubular and spindle-shaped, as they share common 

function and general quality. These particular differences are understood as types and are 

designated by a lower-case letter (e.g. J-1g: low tubular beer jars). They are commonly 

differentiated on the grounds of objective data such as Vessel Index and their size or surface 

treatment. Possible differences in the shape of the rim or other criteria are understood as 

forms and are identified by a Roman numeral (e.g. J-1gII: low tubular beer jars with a 

modelled rim; as opposed to J-1gI with a simple rim). To summarize with a specific example, 

for the beer jars the existence of a neck defines a type, while the exact shape of the neck 

(straight, contracted, open, grooved; etc.) delimitates a form (see also Arias Kytnarová 2010d: 

Table 2).  

 

 5.2 JARS (CLASS J) 

Jars were by far the most frequent ceramic class in the complex of Sheretnebty, making up 

40.39% of the whole assemblage. From all the contexts in total, we uncovered 11,879 

fragments of jars, out of which only 3,006 were diagnostic, which made up a minimum of 

1,683 individual vessels (see Table 3.1). Among the jars, a vast majority of them (namely 92%) 

were beer jars. There were only 138 other jars, either fine or storage.  Such an occurrence is 
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not surprising, as beer jars usually constitute a large percentage of the ceramic assemblages of 

the Old Kingdom.  

 

 5.2.1 BEER JARS (J-1) 

Beer jars belong amongst the most common pottery found at the sites of Abusir South and 

Centre. The complex of Sheretnebty is no exception from this rule, and group J-1 constituted 

37.1% of all the ceramic finds (see Table 1.1). We unearthed 11,376 fragments of beer jars, out 

of which 2,791 were diagnostic and added up to a minimum of 1,545 individual vessels. 

However, despite their high numbers, it must be stressed that the vast majority of them were 

uncovered in fragments (mostly in the form of bases), and only 13 beer jars were found fully 

intact or were reconstructed to full profile.  

 

 
Table 5.1 Amounts of beer jars from the complex of Sheretnebty  

 

 By far most of the beer jars, almost half of their whole assemblage, came from the area 

of the open court and its structures. Another third was uncovered in tomb AS 68c and its 

individual shafts (see Table 5.1). All the other tombs followed with much lower frequencies. 

From the standpoint of individual contexts, the secondary debris of the open court held the 

most pieces. The second most prominent was Shaft 1 of the presumed husband of Sheretnebty 

in AS 68c and the fill of the chapel of the same tomb. A surprising number of beer jars was 

also uncovered in Shaft 7 of the court (see Chart 5.1). 

 

Context Class
Complete vessels/ 
complete profiles

Rims Bases
Other 

diagnostic 
fragments

Non-diagnostic 
fragments

No. of all 
fragments

No. of 
diagnostic 
fragments

Min. no. of 
vessels

%

Court and staircase J-1 5 356 608 1 2925 3895 970 653 42,3%
Corridor J-1 2 21 51 4 260 338 81 58 3,8%

Tomb AS 68a J-1 - 196 135 - 1088 1419 331 137 8,9%
Tomb AS 68b J-1 - 53 91 - 394 538 143 96 6,2%
Tomb AS 68c J-1 3 582 481 - 3080 4146 1066 515 33,3%
Tomb AS 68d J-1 3 125 72 - 840 1040 200 86 5,6%

Total  13 1333 1438 5 8587 11376 2791 1545 100,0%
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Chart 5.1 Amounts of beer jars from various contexts in the complex of Sheretnebty 

 

Beer jars are a very unusual ceramic group due to the fact they can be found in 

virtually all archaeological contexts, including funerary (necropoleis), permanent settlements 
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(towns such as i.e. Elephantine, Buto, etc.) or temporary resident sites (such as quarries). It 

must be emphasized that, so far, no detailed and fully encompassing analysis of beer jars from 

the whole period of the Old Kingdom in entire Egypt that includes all the above-mentioned 

kinds of sites is available. The closest study (Faltings 1998) was concerned with a slightly 

different topic, as it concentrated more on beer production and comparisons between material 

culture and iconographic representations. Other studies (Warden 2012) addressed the 

economic implications of beer jar sizes and was limited to only a small fraction of the actual 

number of attested vessels, namely a selection of fully preserved beer jars.  

During the past decades, the chronological significance of beer jars has increased due 

to studies of vessels from primary contexts, enabling us to explore not only topics such as the 

spatial distribution of beer jars, but also their morphological development as a dating criterion 

(Bárta 1996; Faltings 1998; Rzeuska 2006; Arias Kytnarová 2014a; etc.). Tentatively, it is 

possible to divide the development of the Old Kingdom beer jars into four main stages, 

namely 1) Third to early Fourth Dynasty, 2) Middle Fourth to early Fifth Dynasty 3) Fifth 

Dynasty and 4) Sixth Dynasty. Within these stages, several sub stages are possible to observe, 

but these are not the main focus of this paper.   

 In the course of the Third Dynasty already, one can perceive two independent 

typological traditions. In the first, beer jars had very slim bodies with pointed bases and, most 

characteristically, rims with an outer rib (often also called a collared rim). The other tradition 

consisted of a generally ovoid body and, most commonly, a contracted modelled rim. Both of 

these were in use from the Predynastic Period – the collar beer jars were uncovered i.e. in the 

levels of the late Second Dynasty and Third Dynasty settlement on Elephantine (Seidlmayer 

1996: Abb. 4, upper right corner; Raue 1999: 181–182, Abb. 36.7, 38.3 and 39.12) and in the 

Third/early Fourth Dynasty layers of the settlement at Buto (Von der Way 1989: 295, Abb. 9.1; 

Köhler 1998: 17, Taf. 14.1–14.5). In the Memphite necropolis, they occur in all major tombs of 

the Third to early Fourth Dynasty, such as i.e. in the ceramic deposits in the North temple of 

the Step pyramid of Netjerikhet (Firth – Quibell 1935: Pls. XXV and CII, nos. 18 and 20), in 

the early Fourth Dynasty tomb of Netjeraperef in Dahshur (Alexanian 1999: 132–134, Abb. 

54, M28–39), the area of the Red pyramid at Dahshur (Faltings 1989: Abb. 5e and Abb. 8e; 
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Köpp 2009:  68, Abb. 6, Z 501), from Meidum (Petrie – Mackay – Wainwright 1910: Pl. XXVI, 

no. 63) and the early cemetery and settlement in Giza (Reisner 1942: Fig. 285, 13–10–38; 

Kromer 1972: Taf. 3.6, 5.4, 15.1–2; Kromer 1978: Taf. 20.3). At our site at Abusir, this beer jar 

type (named J-1h) was uncovered in several tombs, with most examples coming from the 

tomb of Ity (AS 10; Kytnarová 2009: 72), the tomb of Hetepi (AS 20; Arias Kytnarová 2010a: 

fig. 2.5.1) and the anonymous tomb AS 54 (Arias Kytnarová – Jirásková 2015:  Fig. 7), all 

dating to the time span of the late Third to early Fourth Dynasties.  

 Ovoid beer jars have also been attested for the Early Dynastic Period,2 but they 

continue well into half of the Old Kingdom. In the earlier stages of the Old Kingdom, they 

coexisted together with collar beer jars,3 but during the course of the Fourth Dynasty, they 

fully replaced them. The ovoid beer jars of this period occur with a variety of rims, mostly 

straight, rolled, triangular, angular and grooved, sometimes with a low neck (Wodzińska 2007: 

288–289). They were very frequent in the cemeteries but were often neglected in detailed 

documentation in the older publications, such as e.g. from Giza. There, only a few drawings 

are available for the whole scope of tombs excavated in the first half of the 20th Century.4 In 

settlements, such as the recently uncovered one in Heit el-Gurab in the Giza Plateau, they 

constitute more than 11% of all ceramic finds and are the most commonly found type of jar.5   

During the course of the Fifth Dynasty, two main types of ovoid beer jars continued to 

be in use, namely ones with a contracted mouth and ones with a low neck, both with further 

variations in the exact shape of the rim. It is important to stress that in this period, beer jars 

                                                            
2 E.g. from the tombs in Helwan (Köhler 2014: Fig. 79, nos. 4–6, fig. 96, fig. 97, nos. 1–4). 
3 Examples of both ovoid and collar beer jars uncovered in the same structure can be seen in the pottery from the 
tomb of Prince Netjeraperef in Dahshur (Alexanian 1999: 132–134, Abb. 54, M40–45). 
4 One of the reasons was their rare occurrence in the burial chambers of this period, which were the main aim of 
the publications (see e.g.  Reisner – Smith 1955: 70). From the valley temple of Menkaure, where they constitute 
the second most common ceramic type, only five vessels are depicted (Reisner 1931: 207, Fig. 64) and their 
chronological development is not discussed. A similar lack can also be observed in the other Giza publications – 
e.g. from the earliest excavations in the Western Field in Giza, Junker does not mention any rough ware of the 
typical shape or quality among jars (Junker 1929: 117–119). In later volumes, beer jars were designated as 
“Spitzkrüge” and Junker observed that they were not abundant in the record (Junker 1950: 14). 
5 At the same time, they make up 85.55% of all jars from the site, see Wodzińska (2007: 288–289, 301). 
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start to appear more often as intentional burial equipment in the burial chambers of the 

officials in the whole Memphite necropolis and not only as part of the fill of the shafts.6    

Ovoid beer jars with a low neck are preserved in several forms, depending mostly on 

the exact shape of the neck. It can be straight, closed, open or even grooved (see e.g. Arias 

Kytnarová 2011c: fig. 6.16). There are numerous examples available, especially from the area 

of the Memphite necropolis, such as Giza (cf. Reisner – Smith 1955: Fig. 85, 25–12–134, 30–

12–14 and 26–3–22; Hawass – Senussi 2008: 219, nos. 271, 272; 221, nos. 76 and 77, etc.).  

For the type with a contracted mouth, the rims are most commonly simple, angular or 

rolled. Out of the many analogies, there were several examples from the Fifth Dynasty tombs 

at Abusir South, including the tomb of Kaaper (AS 1), Neferinpu (AS 37), Kaiemtjenenet (AS 

38) and many other structures (cf. Bárta 2001: Pl. LXXIIIa; Arias Kytnarová 2014a: Fig. 7.11, 

9.AS37.2007 and 14.AS37.2007; Arias Kytnarová 2011c: Fig. 6.15), as well as the royal 

complexes at Abusir Centre (e.g. Bárta 2006: 315, VIII, jars ACd, ACc and CX). There are also 

examples from cemetery G7000, Street 7300 and other Fifth Dynasty tombs in Giza (Reisner – 

Smith 1955, fig. 85, 30-12-14, 27-3-787), and from the cemeteries of workers in Nazlet es-

Saman.7   

An interesting development can be observed during the course of the Fifth Dynasty, 

namely an increase in the size of beer jars, which is reflected both in their height and volume. 

Bárta was one of the first scholars to draw attention to this feature (Bárta 1996; Bárta 2006: 

307). He compared three assemblages of beer jars from the period of the early Fifth to the 

early Sixth Dynasty8 with a resulting notion that both values increased over time with jars 

becoming more slender, taller  and gaining more capacity (from 25/27 to 34/35 cm in height 

and from 1.5 to 2.6 litres in capacity). A similar observation was made by Rzeuska for the beer 

jars coming from the cemetery in Saqqara, here increasing from 30 cm in the beginning of the 

Sixth Dynasty to 42 cm at its end (Rzeuska 2006: 386).  

                                                            
6 See the burial chamber of priest Neferinpu at Abusir (Arias Kytnarová 2014a: Figs. 7.1, 7.8 and 7.9). 
7 E.g. vessels in the tomb of Perniankhu (Hawass – Senussi 2008: 219, no. 4, 220, nos. 5, 8, 9, 10 and 13) and one 
example each from tomb GSE 1916 and G1822 (Hawass – Senussi 2008: 219, no. 274, 221, no. 90) 
8 It was the assemblage from the mastaba of Kaaper (early Fifth Dynasty), assemblage from Raneferef’s mortuary 
complex (middle of the Fifth Dynasty) and mastaba of Fetekty (early Sixth Dynasty).    
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 The Sixth Dynasty brought to light a large expansion of types and shapes. In the 

cemetery west of the Step Pyramid of Netjerikhet, Rzeuska was able to identify 13 diverse 

types for this relatively short period of time.9 Some of these are also possible to confirm 

elsewhere in the Memphite necropolis. To name just a few, new types included tall tubular 

beer jars, low tubular jars, spindle-shaped jars and beer jars with articulated shoulders and 

tapering bodies. Rzeuska was able to create a thorough sequence of these Sixth Dynasty beer 

jars based on their occurrence in primary, intact and often well dated contexts (Rzeuska 2006: 

Tables 1–2). Only a few types shall be mentioned in detail here. One of the most characteristic 

shapes is the low tubular beer jar, attested e.g. in a few examples from Giza from the mastaba 

of Iymeri (G 6020; Weeks 1994: Pl. 128, 25-12-110). It is more usual in Saqqara, represented 

e.g. in the assemblages from the anonymous complex 13 and the tomb of Ikhi at the Saqqara 

West excavation, both dated to the time of Pepy I to Merenre (Rzeuska 2006: Pl. 19, nos. 41 

and 44, pl. 20, nos. 47–48). Similar beer jars were also found i.e. in the tomb of Nikauisesi 

(Kanawati et al. 2000: 6, Pl. 71, TEN 98:17) and outside mastaba M I in the cemetery around 

the pyramid of Pepy II in Saqqara South (Jéquier 1929: 11, Fig. 7).   

 Tall tubular beer jars existed in several variations, namely with simple walls, with 

articulated shoulders or with a low neck (Rzeuska 2006: Pls. 13–14). At Saqqara West, each of 

these forms was able to be determined by more precise dating (e.g. first or second half of the 

reign of Pepy II), confirmed by independent data such as epigraphic evidence or the style of 

tomb and/or decoration. Whether such precise dating can be applied to the whole Memphite 

necropolis remains to be seen. However, tall tubular jars were also uncovered in other sites, 

i.e. in the contexts dated to the reign of Pepy I in the cemetery of Tebbet el-Gesh (Pantalacci 

2005: Fig. 9). At Abusir, the Sixth Dynasty ceramic material remains yet unpublished, but 

analogical beer jars were uncovered in the tomb of judge Inti (AS 22) and also in the recently 

excavated mudbrick tombs west of the tomb of Kaaper, especially tombs AS 84 and AS 84b. 

 

 

                                                            
9 Twelve forms were identified in a previous specialized monograph (Rzeuska 2006: Pl. 1–34, forms 1–12) and 
one more during recent excavations (Rzeuska 2013: Fig. 163, form 234). 
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 At the cemeteries of Abusir, nine beer jar types have been identified so far:  

 J-1a: beer jars with an ovoid body and contracted rim, 

 J-1b: beer jars with clearly articulated low neck, ovoid tapering body and partly 

pointed base,  

 J-1c: beer jars with tall tapering body and pointed base, 

 J-1d: massive beer jars with broad arms, wide tapering body and partly pointed base, 

 J-1e: tall beer jars with articulated shoulders, cylindrical body and rounded base, 

 J-1f:  tall beer jars with tubular body and rounded base,  

 J-1g: small beer jars with tubular body and rounded base, 

 J-1h:  collar beer jars with articulated shoulder, tapering body and pointed base,  

 J-1i: beer jars with a flat base. 

 

Not all of these types were equally represented in the ceramic assemblage from the 

complex of Princess Sheretnebty. Only the most notable examples shall be discussed in detail, 

especially from the point of their chronological relevance.  

  By far the oldest ceramic fragment from the complex belonged to a collar beer jar 

sherd that was uncovered in the fill of Shaft 2 in the tomb of Duaptah (AS 68a). Although the 

top of the rim was not preserved (Fig. 3.115, 51-1.AS68a.2013), it indicates a sharply modelled 

collar and shoulder characteristic of type J-1h (Fig. 5.4). It was undoubtedly not part of any 

intentional deposition but rather accidental refuse from construction or from some 

neighbouring tombs. It must be mentioned that around the tomb of physician Neferherptah 

(AS 65), which is situated south-west of the open court of Sheretnebty (see Fig. 1.3), we 

uncovered several J-1h fragments, evidencing that there might be a yet undiscovered Third 

Dynasty tomb in the vicinity. This would be hardly surprising, given that the large anonymous 

mastaba AS 54 (see Bárta 2010 and Jirásková 2010) and large wooden boat AS 80 are situated 

just behind the hill.   

 The complex provided us with numerous examples of the two most common Fifth 

Dynasty types, i.e. ovoid beer jars with a contracted mouth (J-1a) and ovoid beer jars with a 

low neck (J-1b). The first one was less common and none were able to be reconstructed to full 
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profile. The type can be divided on the grounds of its rim into two main forms, with a simple 

contracted rim (J-1aI) and modelled contracted rim (J-1aII, see Fig. 5.1). It is noteworthy that 

a large number of fully preserved vessels of both forms came from the area situated above the 

rock-cut tombs, most prominently the clusters from unknown structure AS 66 (yet 

unpublished). The J-1a examples in AS 68 included, most notably, a beer jar with mortar 

filling from the burial chamber of Nefer in Shaft 1 of AS 68d (see also Fig. 3.254). 

 Type J-1b with an ovoid body and a low neck was by far the most prominent, 

numbering several hundred examples from diverse tombs. In the Abusir ceramic 

classification, it can be further subdivided into forms on the basis of the shape of the neck 

(Fig. 5.1), i.e. straight (J-1bI), slightly contracted (J-1bII), open (J-1bIII) or grooved (J-1bIV). 

All four of these forms were attested in the complex of Sheretnebty. The straight neck was 

attested most commonly.  

Type J-1b featured prominently in the fill of Shaft 7 of the court, the fill of the chapel 

in AS 68c and its Shaft 1, and in Shafts 1 and 2 of AS 68d, and included some fully preserved 

vessels. Notable pieces were three beer jars uncovered in the burial chamber of Neferhathor in 

Shaft 2 of AS 68d (see Figs. 3.276–3.277) and a fully intact beer jar found behind the first naos 

with the male statue (Exc. No. 40/AS68/2012; Fig. 3.13). Regarding the chronological 

relevance of their height development (see supra), beer jars from the complex of Sheretnebty 

reached between 33 cm (e.g. 77-6.AS68d.2014 from the fill of Shaft 1 in AS 68d) and 35 cm 

(10.AS68.2012 from the courtyard; see also Chart 5.2, squares). In relation to other ovoid beer 

jars from Abusir South, such as those uncovered in the shafts and burial apartments in the 

tombs of Kaiemtjenenet and Neferinpu (see Arias Kytnarová 2014a: Chart 7.4), our fully 

preserved examples are taller than all the vessels from tomb AS 38 and the first stage of 

Neferinpu’s tomb, but are similar to beer jars uncovered in his Shaft 1 (see Arias Kytnarová 

2014a: Fig. 7.11). Thus, it can be tentatively presumed that both main shafts in AS 68d were 

built either prior or in a similar time period to the second stage of Neferinpu’s tomb. In this 

respect it is noteworthy that Neferinpu’s burial chamber contained two intact mud sealings 

with the Horus name of King Djedkare, Hr Dd-Xaw (Bárta et al. 2014: Fig. 6.37–6.40),  

providing us with a specific terminus ad quem. Based on the typological and metric 
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comparison of J-1b beer jars from all three tombs (AS 37, AS 38 and AS 68d), it is possible to 

state that at least some of the contexts (such as e.g. both main shafts of Nefer and Neferhathor 

in AS 68d) were built later than the tomb of Kaiemtjenenet and sometime between the first 

and the second stage of Neferinpu’s tomb, possibly during the early reign of King Djedkare.   

 Sixth Dynasty beer jars were represented extensively in the complex of Sheretnebty, 

providing us with additional information about the development of the structures and 

secondary building and funerary activities. Altogether five late beer jar types were uncovered 

in diverse contexts.   

One of the most characteristic types was a tall beer jar with a pointed base (J-1c). Its 

most prominent feature is a very slender body, often with maximum diameter of only about 

12.5–14 cm (in comparison, J-1b jars from AS 68 often reach 16–18 cm in diameter; see Chart 

5.2). The rim shapes include a modelled rim and various forms of neck (see Fig. 5.1). One of 

the most consistent features is the presence of an intentional hole cut into the lower body or 

base of the beer jar. From the complex of Princess Sheretnebty, we uncovered two fully 

preserved vessels, with a few other fragmented examples. The beer jar from the fill of Shaft 6 

in AS 68c (64-1.AS68c.2013, see Figs. 3.206–3.207) had a modelled rim and a characteristic tall 

slender body, with a height of 36 cm. It exhibited the already mentioned intentionally-made 

hole in its lower body and at the same time contained broken remains of the original filling of 

Nile mud. The second vessel was found broken to pieces in Shaft 5 of tomb AS 68c, but was 

reconstructed to full profile (63-3.AS68c.2013, see Fig. 3.201). It was slightly shorter, with a 

height of 33 cm, and was slightly deformed from being compressed during drying or firing.  

Thanks to the well stratified and epigraphically supported finds from the cemetery at 

Saqqara West, it is possible to delimitate the chronological occurrence of these particular jars 

to the reign of Pepy II, with a predominance in the first half of his reign (see Rzeuska 2006: Pl. 

29–30; Table 1, Form 10), thus providing us with a dating for several contexts and shafts in the 

complex of Sheretnebty. Besides the two named shafts in AS 68c, sharply pointed bases of this 

type were also uncovered in the fill of the burial chamber of Shaft 6 in AS 68c and in the 

chapel of the same tomb. Other contexts include the upper fill in Shaft 3 of the courtyard and 

the fill of the chapel in the tomb of Shepespuptah (AS 68b).  
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Vessels of this type were found in several contexts in the Abusir South cemetery. The 

largest number of J-1c beer jars came from tomb AS 84 and its annex AS 84b, excavated 

during the 2015 season (yet unpublished). In this tomb, some shafts held one beer jar each 

(Shafts 4 and 5) but Shaft 2 contained well over 50 examples of this type. Around half of them 

(over 25 documented examples) were found with a hole in their lower bodies or bases. Other 

documented cases include the unpublished ceramic material from the cemetery at the Lake of 

Abusir. There, such tall and slender beer jars were found e.g. in Shaft 2 of tomb AS 15, in the 

secondary Shaft 2 in tomb AS 11 and at its western wall, close to the secondary shafts. Two of 

these jars also bore intentional holes in their bases (see Fig. 3.207). The morphometric 

comparison of J-1c beer jars to other types shows that while they have similar heights to e.g. 

beer jars of type J-1b (namely 33–36 cm), they always have much slender bodies with 

maximum diameters of most commonly only 13–14 cm (see Chart 5.2).  

 

 
Chart 5.2 Morphometric comparison of ovoid beer jars with a low neck (J-1b: squares), tall slender beer jars 

(J-1c: circles) and low tubular beer jars (J-1g: triangles)  
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The upper fill of Shaft 7 in the courtyard contained two rim and two large body 

fragments of another noteworthy beer jar type, namely one with a very tall tubular body, 

articulated shoulders and rounded base (J-1e; see Figs. 3.45–3.46). Although none of these 

examples were able to be reconstructed to full profile, the resulting height must have exceeded 

35 cm, judging by the largest reconstructed piece. Two intact beer jars of this type were 

recently uncovered in a small ceramic deposit in the eastern façade of tomb AS 77 (see Fig. 

5.4, 3-1.AS77.2015, also Dulíková – Jirásková – Arias Kytnarová 2016: Obr. 11). They had 

heights of 35.5 and 36.5 cm and identical maximum diameters of 15 cm. The largest number 

of beer jars with an articulated shoulder was uncovered at the Sixth Dynasty cemetery of 

Saqqara West, including several main types with either spindle-shaped bodies (Forms 1 and 2) 

or cylindrical bodies (Forms 4 and 11; see Rzeuska 2006: Pls. 9–33). The beer jar from Shaft 7 

is closest to the very tall beer jars with cylindrical bodies and simple rims (Rzeuska 2006: Pl. 

32), which are dated to the terminal Sixth Dynasty.  

A different type of tall beer jar was J-1f with a tubular body and rounded base. 

Fragments of at least three different examples were found in Shaft 4 of the courtyard (see Fig. 

5.3). Although none were able to be reconstructed to full size, the shape can be presumed from 

the large rim and body fragments, exhibiting a straight rim and wide rounded base. The rims 

were both modelled with an outer groove (form J-1fII) and have outer diameters of 13 and 

13.5 cm. The three bodies were all extremely large, with preserved heights of 27 and 29 cm. 

The estimated full height could have been around 38 cm. All fragments were treated with a 

red slip on their outer surfaces. The closest analogies were uncovered in Saqqara West, dated 

to the reign of Pepy I to Merenre (Rzeuska 2006: Pl. 13, esp. no. 20).  

Another notable type belongs to low tubular beer jars with a rounded base (J-1g; see 

Fig. 5.3). This particular type is characteristic not only for its shape but also surface treatment, 

being always covered with a thin red-violet slip on the outer walls. We can differentiate 

between two main forms, namely with a simple straight rim (J-1gI) and modelled rim (J-1gII). 

There were only two fragments of low beer jar with a simple rim, attested in the fill of tomb 

AS 68c and the north-east corner of the open court, at the level of the staircase. The form with 

a modelled rim is much more common and was uncovered e.g. in the fill of the chapel of 
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Shepespuptah (AS 68b), the chapel of tomb AS 68c and in Shaft 12 of the courtyard. It is 

noteworthy that neighbouring structures exhibited numerous examples of this type. The 

anonymous tomb AS 41, situated just north-west of the open court, contained nine fully 

preserved low tubular beer jars in an intentional deposit. Further examples were found in the 

chapel and Shaft 3 of the same tomb. More of J-1g beer jars came from the floor layer of the 

panelled court AS 40 and its entrance, situated at the top of the staircase leading into the 

courtyard of Princess Sheretnebty. A morphometric comparison with other beer jars types 

shows that they are consistently shorter, with a height of only 23–28 cm (see Chart 5.2).  

Such low tubular beer jars are most characteristic for the early to middle Sixth 

Dynasty, as can be seen in parallels, but they also do occur also in slightly earlier contexts. 

There are a few examples from Giza from the late Fifth Dynasty mastaba of Iymeri (G 6020; 

see Weeks 1994: Pl. 128, 25-12-110).10 The type is much more common at Saqqara, 

represented e.g. in the assemblages from the anonymous complex 13 and the tomb of Ikhi in 

the Saqqara West excavation (for the closest analogies see Rzeuska 2006: Pl. 19, Nos. 41 and 44 

and Pl. 20, Nos. 47–48), both dated to the time of Pepy I to Merenre. Similar beer jars were 

also found i.e. in the tomb of Nikauisesi (Kanawati – Abder-Raziq et al. 2000: 6, Pl. 71, TEN 

98:17) and outside mastaba M I in the cemetery around the pyramid of Pepy II in Saqqara 

South (see Jéquier 1929: 11, Fig. 7).   

 The large presence of Sixth Dynasty beer jars enables us to study the secondary 

building and burial activity in the complex. Thanks to the well-dated examples of analogical 

vessels from the cemeteries at Saqqara and Saqqara West, it is possible to delimit individual 

shafts. In most cases, each shaft held only one particular type of beer jar, and therefore it is 

possible to state their relative sequences (for details, see Chapter 6.2.2).11  

  

 

 

 

                                                            
10 The beer jar was found in the plundered burial chamber of the main owner (Weeks 1994: 72) and might not 
actually belong among the original tomb goods.  
11 On the discussion of post-depositional processes occurring in shafts, see also Chapter 4.6.3  
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 6.3 BOWLS (CLASS B) 

Bowls were the third most-common ceramic class after jars and miniature vessels, making up 

13.44% of the assemblage. In the complex of Sheretnebty, we uncovered 2,544 fragments of 

bowls, out of which 890 were diagnostic and added up to a minimum of 560 individual vessels 

(see Table 3.1). Only 32 pieces were preserved in full profile; however, a large number of other 

bowls were preserved to high percentages of their profiles and their diameters.  

  

 
Table 5.2 Amounts of fragments of bowls from complex AS 68 

 

By far the largest number of bowls was found in diverse contexts of the pillared 

courtyard, almost half of the assemblage (see Table 5.2). Another third came from the tomb of 

Sheretnebty (AS 68c). All the other tombs contained much fewer fragments, see e.g. only 15 

bowls from the whole tomb of Shepespuptah (AS 68b). Surprising is also the small count of 

bowls from the tomb of Nefer (AS 68d), namely 49 pieces.   

 As far as individual contexts are concerned, by far the largest number of bowls was 

uncovered in different strata of the secondary debris of the open court. Considerable amounts 

also came from the chapel of tomb AS 68c and its Shaft 1, as well as both shafts in tomb AS 

68a and Shaft 7 in the court (see Chart 5.3). Several bowls came from the primary floor layers 

of the burial chambers, where they served as part of the tomb goods, such as the burial 

chamber of Nefermin in Shaft 2 of AS 68a, the burial chamber of Nefer in AS 68d and, most 

notably, the disturbed burial chamber of the presumed husband of Princess Sheretnebty (Shaft 

1 in AS 68c), from which a number of interesting bowls were reconstructed to almost full 

shape. 

 

Context Class
Complete vessels/ 
complete profiles

Rims Bases
Other 

diagnostic 
fragments

Non-diagnostic 
fragments

No. of all 
fragments

No. of 
diagnostic 
fragments

Min. no. of 
vessels

%

Court and staircase B 17 319 27 11 671 1045 374 241 43,0%
Corridor B - 42 2 3 68 115 47 40 7,1%

Tomb AS 68a B 1 67 3 5 145 221 76 73 13,0%
Tomb AS 68b B 1 15 3 - 18 37 19 15 2,7%
Tomb AS 68c B 11 221 4 20 498 754 253 142 25,4%
Tomb AS 68d B 2 112 2 3 253 372 121 49 8,8%

Total  32 776 41 42 1653 2544 890 560 100,0%
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Chart 5.3 Frequency of bowls in diverse contexts 

 

 The class of bowls can be divided into several main groups, which in turn can be 

subdivided into types.12 The basic groups are: 

 B-1: bowls with a carinated rim, 

                                                            
12 For a description and comparison of other classification systems used in diverse Old Kingdom sites, see 
Kytnarová 2009: 82. 
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 B-2: bent-sided bowls, 

 B-3: bowls with a spout, 

 B-4: bowls with contracted walls, 

 B-5: very deep fine bowls, 

 B-6: shallow bowls with modelled rims, 

 B-7: shallow bowls with a triangular rim, 

 B-8: bowls with open walls and a flat base, 

 B-9: very wide, low plates with a rounded base, 

 B-10: bowls with an inner ledge, 

 B-11: beakers, 

 B-12: bowls with flaring walls, 

 B-13: massive vats with modelled rims, 

 B-14: semi-globular bowls, 

 B-15: large and rougher bowls with convex walls. 

 

Almost all these groups were uncovered in the complex of Sheretnebty, with the largest 

occurrences belonging to carinated bowls, bent-sided bowls and deep bowls with modelled 

rims (for details, see following sections).  

 

5.3.1 BOWLS WITH A CARINATED RIM (B-1) 

In general, carinated bowls (also called recurved bowls, brim bowls or, least correct, Meidum 

bowls) are generally considered one of the most significant bowl groups and one that inspired 

the most individual studies devoted to their development and typological sequence (see infra).  

 The present author does not consider carinated bowls to be a type, rather a group of 

diverse types (see infra). In the Abusir ceramic classification, they are divided into four main 

types, depending on the shape of the shoulder and rim. The most significant is the shape of 

the shoulder, either angular (B-1a) or rounded (B-1b). Deeper bowls with a carinated rim 

belong to type B-1c and carinated bowls with a modelled rim or rolled rim are designated as 

B-1d.  
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 All of these types are further subdivided into forms depending on the relationship 

between the rim and shoulder, such as a larger rim diameter (e.g. B-1aI), equal rim and 

shoulder diameter (B-1aII) and larger shoulder diameter (B-1aIII).13 Some of the resulting 

forms have very specific chronological outlines, while others were recurring forms and could 

have been present for longer time periods.  

 In the most general terms, angular shoulders (B-1a) are considered an older trait (see 

e.g. Wodzińska 2007: 291) and can already be found in the Early Dynastic Period (cf. Raue 

1999: Abb. 37, no. 1). Early carinated bowls have a very deep body, and it has been suggested 

that the type actually developed from a type of carinated jar (Raue 1999: 179, Abb. 36, no. 1). 

Early Old Kingdom carinated bowls have a particularly deep, almost hemispherical form with 

the maximum diameter positioned at the shoulder (B-1aIII; see also Raue 1999: 182-183, Abb. 

38, no.), which is most common in the course of the Third and very early Fourth Dynasty. At 

Abusir, such bowls were uncovered e.g. in the tomb of Ity (Bárta 2001: Pl. VIIIc) as well as in 

the yet unpublished anonymous tomb AS 54 and the large wooden boat (AS 80) uncovered 

south of it. Another early Old Kingdom type appearing only slightly later is the carinated 

bowls with a rolled rim (B-1d, also called cooking bowls) that were also uncovered in large 

numbers in the area of AS 54 and AS 80. 

 During the early Fourth Dynasty, carinated bowls with angular shoulders exhibit a tall 

rim and equal rim and shoulder diameters (B-1aII). Over the course of the Fifth Dynasty, 

rounded shoulders (B-1b) start to dominate the assemblages, with a development from deeper 

to much shallower forms (see also infra). In the Sixth Dynasty, angular shoulders become 

popular again but are usually present with the maximum diameter at the rim (B-1aI). At 

Abusir, a development could be observed also in the shape of the rim, going from a straight 

rim in the Fifth Dynasty to open and flaring in the course of the Sixth Dynasty. In summary, 

only a combination of several markers, rather than a single trait, provides us with a possible 

chronological sequence. 

                                                            
13 This division was influenced by Op de Beeck (2004).  
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 The development of carinated bowls has been studied by numerous scholars. Brunton 

was one of the first to note the chronological evolution from almost hemispherical form in the 

Third Dynasty (Brunton (1927: Pl. XIII, 37G and 37M) to flatter shapes and the fact that the 

height of the rims decreased over time (Brunton 1928: 5, Pl. LXXXII, 13L). Kaiser was able to 

confirm this theory during his study of the pottery from the sun temple of Weserkaf at Abu 

Ghurab. He created a chronological sequence that attributed the deep bowls with high 

recurved rims to the end of the Fourth and beginning to middle of the Fifth Dynasty and the 

flatter bowls with low recurved rims to the Fifth and Sixth Dynasties (Kaiser 1969: 78–82). 

Later, Ballet created an index showing the approximate ages of the carinated bowls based on 

the relation between their rim heights and widths. The sequence was established on the well-

stratified and dated ceramic assemblage from the cemeteries at Dakhla (Ballet 1987). A slightly 

different approach to the material was provided by Sterling, who studied carinated bowls from 

the angle of their standardized production in Egypt of the Old Kingdom (Sterling 2004).  

On the other hand, other scholars began to consider the difficulties concerning the use 

of carinated bowls as chronological indicators. As an example, Op de Beeck pointed out the 

lack of a precise definition of a Meidum bowl, no uniformity of the terminology and typology, 

the use and study of only limited areas of pottery assemblages, questionable dates in the 

different publications and individual drawing approaches, all of which make it difficult to 

compare material from different publications. He widened the scope of measurement analysis, 

using not only the relationship of rim height to rim width, but also the Vessel Index, the 

relationship between the height of the neck and the total height of bowl, the shape of the 

shoulder (i.e. rounded or angular) and the relationship of the diameter of the rim and the 

shoulder (Op de Beeck 2004: 251–253).   

A corresponding opinion was also expressed by Rzeuska during her detailed analysis of 

the ceramic material from the late Sixth Dynasty cemetery at Saqqara West (Rzeuska 2006: 

408–409). She noticed that most of the noted elements proved to be unreliable chronological 

markers and very large and deep bowls (considered older types) occur in closed contexts 

together with smaller and shallower forms (e.g. later types). This was explained by their value 

and their being cherished and used for long periods. She also pointed out the possible time 
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lapse, and thus the chronological relationship between the pottery production in the centre 

(Memphite necropolis) and the periphery (e.g. Ayn Asil in the oasis of Dakhla) was not taken 

into account in his analysis. More recent studies show that in some cases, a lap of almost one 

generation could have elapsed between takeovers of more “modern” types in the provinces 

(see Rzeuska 2008), therefore using analogies from well-dated provincial sites can prove very 

unreliable. 

In summary, while the carinated bowls can be used to delimit a dating, it has to be 

taken into account that as fine tableware, they might have been kept for a longer time period 

or even a few generations (i.e. our porcelain sets) before being deposited in a particular 

context. Even in closed primary contexts, carinated bowls inform us about the time they were 

manufactured and not the period of their deposition.   

Furthermore, archaeologists of the past used to attribute all the pottery coming from a 

tomb to the epigraphically evidenced period of that tomb. As an example, Petrie dated all the 

pottery from the early Fourth Dynasty tombs at Meidum as “Fourth Dynasty pottery” (Petrie 

1892: Pls. XXX–XXXI), even though it showcases some Sixth Dynasty vessels and even Middle 

Kingdom shapes (Rzeuska 2011) that were part of the secondary debris. Current 

archaeologists should use primary sources to re-evaluate contexts that can be interpreted 

differently in the present day due to much more comparative published data, new critical 

methods of archaeological exploration and our current knowledge of depositional and post-

depositional processes at particular sites.  

  As far as the carinated bowls from the complex of Sheretnetby are concerned, they 

made up a relatively large part of the bowl assemblage, with almost a hundred examples. The 

largest number of them came from the secondary debris of the open court, but numerous 

pieces were also uncovered in the chapel of tomb AS 68c and its Shaft 1 (see Chart 5.4). They 

were attested in altogether six burial chambers, always broken to pieces (very likely due to 

rituals), but in several instances were reconstructed to full shape, most notably the bowls from 

the chambers of Shaft 6 in the court, Shaft 1 in AS 68c and Shaft 1 in AS 68d. In other cases 

(e.g. bowls from Shaft 2 in AS 68c) the nature and preservation of the vessels points to the fact 
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that they were originally also part of the tomb equipment and were only misplaced due to 

robbing or other post-depositional processes.   

 

 
Chart 5.4 Frequencies of carinated bowls in complex AS 68 

 

 On the subject of typological attribution, not all types were equally represented, as 

could be expected. There were only a few examples of the earlier type of carinated bowls with 

the greatest diameter at the shoulder and rolled rim (B-1d). These came from the debris of the 

court and Shaft 1 in AS 68a. This type differs from other carinated bowls in its surface 

treatment, often having white-washed outer walls. In settlement contexts, B-1d bowls are 

usually interpreted as cooking bowls (see Wodzińska 2006: Pl. 1 and 2007: 291–292). This 

particular type remained popular until the late Fifth Dynasty, as is attested e.g. in the 

assemblage from the tomb of Werkaure (Arias Kytnarová 2014b: Fig. 4.28).  

 In general, carinated bowls with angular shoulders (B-1a) were attested in only several 

examples and only in two forms, namely one with equal rim and shoulder diameters (B-1aII; 

see Fig. 5.5), which is considered a usual late Fourth and Fifth Dynasty vessel; and a with 

slightly flaring rim (B-1aI; see Fig. 5.5), which is typical for the Sixth Dynasty. The examples of 

B-1aII that often exhibit a tall rim include the complete bowl from the burial chamber of 
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Nefer (Shaft 1 in AS 68d), a few pieces from the debris of the chapel in AS 68c and the fill of 

Shaft 1 of the same tomb.  

 Carinated bowls with a rounded shoulder (B-1b) were the most common in the 

complex of Sheretnebty; and among them, the form with the greatest diameter at the shoulder 

(B-1bIII) was by far the most dominant. It is considered a characteristic example of a late Fifth 

Dynasty vessel; and at Abusir, it is commonly present in numerous examples in tombs of that 

period, such as the tomb of Prince Werkaure (see e.g. Arias Kytnarová 2014b: Fig. 4.23–4.26). 

In our complex, the attested contexts include the secondary fill of the open courtyard, Shaft 7 

and 10 in the courtyard, the fill of the chapel in AS 68c, Shafts 1 and 2 in AS 68c and in the 

chapel of tomb AS 68d.    

 Sixth Dynasty carinated bowls include the already mentioned type with angular 

shoulders and flaring rim (B-1aI), as well as bowls that have rounded shoulders and flaring 

rim with a visible intentional groove under the rim (B-1bIV; see Fig. 5.5). Analogies can be 

found e.g. in the fine bowls from the tomb of Inti (Fig. 4.44 left; also Kytnarová 2009: Fig. 55) 

and anonymous tomb AS 32 at Abusir South (Tomášek 2003: Tab. 3, no. 25). Such bowls were 

attested e.g. in the upper layers of Shaft 3 of the court, in Shaft 8 of the court and the fill of the 

chapel in AS 68c. Most examples came from the upper strata of the open pillared court.  

 In conclusion, the available carinated bowls could be attributed to the whole span of 

existence and use of the complex. Only in some contexts could they be regarded as part of the 

primary deposition. Due to the fact that a large majority of them came from secondary refuse 

either in the court and corridor or came from the mixed fill of the shafts, they cannot be used 

as a reliable dating criterion. However, together with other ceramic evidence, preferably that 

based on more quickly outdated rough vessels, they can provide us with additional 

information concerning the dating.  
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5.3.2 BENT-SIDED BOWLS (B-2) 

Bent-sided bowls are the second-most recognisable ceramic group, being identified by their 

fine material and distinct shape. They encompass all bowls with a characteristic bent angle 

between the body and the rim. Although they are typical for the late Old Kingdom, they can 

also be found in limited amounts in the later Fourth Dynasty.  

 In the Abusir ceramic classification, they are divided into three main types, namely 

ones with a simple rim (B-2a), a modelled rim (B-2b) or a lip rim (B-2c). Each type is further 

subdivided into forms based on the shape of the body and the position of the shoulder (see 

also Kytnarová 2009: 87–89, Figs. 58–60; Arias Kytnarová 2014b: 142–143).  

 Bent-sided bowls with a simple rim (B-1a) were the more common type in the 

complex of Sheretnetby and were attested in two main forms, i.e. deep and large bowls (B-2aI) 

and small and shallow bowls (B-2aII). As the largest single context containing these bowls, we 

can name the primary floor layer in the burial chamber of the presumed husband of Princess 

Sheretnebty in Shaft 1 of AS 68c. There, four examples were uncovered in pieces and were able 

to be reconstructed to full shape (see Figs. 3.170–3.171). The fully preserved example of a B-

2aI bowl is very large, with a maximum diameter of 36 cm and height of 14 cm. All the other 

examples from the complex exhibit the same features, namely fine, very well-fired, hard 

material (usually Nile silt B1) and a thick layer of polished red slip.  

In contrast, all the shallow bowls of form B-2aII have rim diameters of 21.5–24 cm and 

heights of only 4.7–6 cm. They are often made of lower quality clay, either Nile silt B1 or B2 

and can contain visible organic inclusions. Their most unusual feature is a body that is 

sometimes red-slipped only inside and on the upper part of the outer rim, while the lower 

outer body is scraped with a tool. Their largest concentration was in the above-mentioned 

burial chamber of Shaft 1 in AS 68c, as well as in the shafts of Duaptah and Nefermin (Shafts 1 

and 2 in AS 68a).  

 The bent-sided bowls with a modelled rim (B-2b) were uncovered in less than 20 

examples in our complex. They are characterised by a deeper body and an angular rim, often 

with either single or multiple outer grooves (see Fig. 5.6). The preserved examples are quite 

large, with maximum diameters most commonly between 25–27 cm and heights of 11.5–13 
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cm, when preserved in full profile. They are always made of high quality material, most 

usually Nile silt B1, and covered with a red slip that is sometimes also polished. B-2b bowls 

can be part of the tomb goods of the deceased, as is attested e.g. in the burial chamber of Shaft 

1 in the anonymous tomb AS 47 (Arias Kytnarová 2011a: Fig. 17, 15-1/AS47/07) or the burial 

chambers of the tomb of Nefershepes (see Fig. 4.6).  

 The complex of Sheretnebty also provided us with a few bent-sided bowls with a lip 

rim (B-2c; Fig. 5.6). Two pieces were preserved as only rim fragments, but three others were 

reconstructed to almost full profile. There were two examples from Shaft 3 in the open court 

(see Fig. 3.22) and another one from the shaft of Neferhathor (Shaft 1 in AS 68d, see Fig. 

3.271). They all had rather shallow, wide bodies with aperture diameters of 31–33.5 cm and 

heights of around 9–9.5 cm. All the examples were made of fine Nile silt and covered 

thoroughly with a polished red slip.   

  In some instances, bent-sided bowls could be used secondarily as containers of mortar 

or plaster, although this commonly occurs with beer jars. Such a use is attested in one bowl 

from the area of the open court, in front of the bound male statue in the first naos (19-

12.AS68.2012), from the lower part of the shaft of Nefer in AS 68d (79-11.AS68d.2014, Shaft 

1) and Shaft 2 of his wife Neferhathor (44-5.AS68d.2012). Notably, one of the shallow bent-

sided bowls from the burial chamber of the presumed husband of Princess Sheretnebty (Shaft 

1 in AS 68c, 58-11.AS68c.2013) contained traces of blue pigment (see Figs. 3.171–3.172; also 

Chapter 4.5.2).   

  The function of bent-sided bowls is very similar to carinated bowls. When present in 

the burial chambers, it can be presumed that they were part of the tableware designated for the 

afterlife of the deceased and represented food, in combination with various jars symbolizing 

the drink. Their presence in cultic spaces, such as the chapels, niches or the open court, should 

be connected with their use in regular offering rituals conducted in the superstructures of the 

tombs. In such contexts, they are commonly uncovered in clusters with various types of stands 

and platters that all served in the cultic activities.  
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5.3.3 OTHER BOWLS (B-3 TO B-12) 

All the other bowl groups are attested but are represented in much fewer numbers. Only the 

most notable examples shall be mentioned here.  

Bowls with a spout (B-3) are usually very rare and our complex is no exception. There 

were only two largely incomplete pieces. A short tubular spout was uncovered in the fill of 

Shaft 2 in the open court (see Fig. 3.19), and the upper body of a bowl with a rim and (very 

likely) a short spout also came from the fill of the chapel in AS 68c. In other sites, the shapes of 

the spout and the rim can vary and include either a modelled rolled rim or a recurved rim that 

is similar to the carinated bowls (cf. Reisner – Smith 1955: Figs. 117–119). The excavations at 

Giza also brought to light a larger amount of long-tubed spouts (e.g. Junker 1929: 115-117, 

Abb. 12, 1–6). At Abusir, the type is not common, and one of the best preserved examples 

came from the so-called false shaft in the tomb of Prince Werkaure (Arias Kytnarová 2014b: 

Figs. 4.40–4.41).   

Bowls with a straight to contracted rim (B-4) are slightly more common and in the 

complex of Sheretnebty, we uncovered at least 14 examples. They were usually made of Nile 

silt B1, covered in red slip and polished. They can be subdivided into two main types, based 

on the shape of rim, either simple (B-4a) or modelled (B-4b, see Fig. 5.7). The bowls with a 

simple rim were uncovered only in two contexts. One complete bowl and a rim sherd of 

another one were found in the burial chamber of Nefermin in Shaft 2 of tomb AS 68a (see Fig. 

3.117–3.118). The complete vessel had a maximum diameter of 25 cm and height of 12.2 cm. 

It was scraped on its outer lower body, similar to some bent-sided bowls. Another rim and 

body fragment came from the area of the staircase leading into the complex of AS 68.  

The contracted bowls with a modelled rim (B-4b) can have either a single or multiple 

grooves on the outside and were far more common. The notable examples include three 

pieces from Shaft 5 in the courtyard, two from the fill of the chapel in AS 68b and one piece 

each in Shaft 4 and the burial chamber of Shaft 6 in the court. Their chronological span seems 

to cover the Fifth (e.g. Reisner – Smith 1955: Fig. 108, CXXVc) and Sixth Dynasty (Rzeuska 

2006: Pl. 92), with the bowls with a simple rim occurring earlier, e.g. in the tomb of Kaaper 

(Kytnarová 2009: Fig. 63). The type with a grooved rim is frequent especially in late Sixth 
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Dynasty contexts at Abusir South, such as the tomb of Inti and anonymous tomb AS 32 (see 

e.g. Tomášek 2003: Tab. 3, no. 8; Kytnarová 2009: Fig. 64). 

  Deep bowls with a convex body and modelled rim (B-5) belong among the most 

frequent in the complex of Sheretnebty, with over 20 examples. They are characteristic in 

having very dense, well-worked material (Nile silt A or B1) with resulting hard-fired sherds. 

B-5 bowls are always thoroughly covered with a red slip and polished. The fully preserved 

examples are very large, with maximum diameters of 30–43 cm and heights of 15.5–17 cm. 

These bowls are almost exclusive for the Sixth Dynasty, with numerous examples from the 

tombs of Inti and anonymous tomb AS 32, where they were uncovered in so-called false shafts  

(see Fig. 4.45; cf. Tomášek 2003: Tab. 4, no. 1; Kytnarová 2009: Figs. 65–66). In complex AS 

68, they were uncovered e.g. in Shafts 8 and 9 in the courtyard and in the burial chamber of 

Shaft 4 in tomb AS 68c. The largest assemblage came from Shaft 13 in the corridor that 

provided us with four different B-5 bowls, including one in almost full profile (75-

7.AS68.2013, see Fig. 5.7). Other pieces were attested in the debris of the court and the 

corridor, as well as the fill of the chapel in tomb AS 68d. Some of the bowls have blackened 

surfaces evidencing exposure to fire. Incidentally, it is noteworthy that the bowls from the 

embalming deposits in the tomb of Inti and in AS 32 had remains of resin inside.   

 Group B-6 constitutes small and shallow bowls with modelled, often angular rims (see 

Fig. 5.7). They were the third-most common bowl group, with almost 40 individual examples. 

However, the majority are represented by only small or medium-sized rim sherds. There were 

only a few B-6 bowls preserved to almost full profile. They show us open vessels with 

maximum diameters of 25–28 cm and estimated heights of ca. 6–7 cm. Their outer lower walls 

are sometimes scraped, similar to low bent-sided bowls. These came from very various 

contexts, most notably Shafts 4 and 8 in the court, the burial chamber of Shaft 6 in the court 

and Shaft 13 in the corridor. Given that these vessels are again frequent in the late Sixth 

Dynasty tombs of Inti and AS 32 (e.g. Tomášek 2003: Tab. 3, no. 13; Kytnarová 2009: Fig. 67), 

it is unsurprising that this group is considered a predominantly Sixth Dynasty ware. This is 

confirmed by numerous examples of various forms from the cemetery of Saqqara West 

(Rzeuska 2006:  Pls. 83–89).  
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 Very low and wide plates with a rounded base (B-9) were present as only a few pieces 

in complex AS 68. They include a variety of types, such as ones with carinated rims, bent-

sided walls or modelled rims. Their main characteristic is their size (usually 30–40 cm) and 

very shallow body with a height of only about 4–5 cm. Even in smaller examples, they should 

have a width to height ratio of 4:1 up to 7:1. They seem to appear in the second half of the 

Fifth Dynasty but are particularly popular during the Sixth Dynasty until the end of the Old 

Kingdom. In our cemetery, this chronological development is confirmed by their occurrence 

in the late Sixth Dynasty tombs of Senedjemib, Qar Junior and Inti (see Bárta 2009: Fig. 

6.3.123 and Arias Kytnarová, in preparation). The pieces from the complex of Sheretnebty fall 

into two types, namely ones with a recurved rim and ones with a modelled rim with inner 

groove.  

 Bowls with an inner ledge (B-10) are attested predominantly in the early Old Kingdom 

(cf. Garstang 1903: 18, Pl. XXX, 3–4; Quibell 1913: Pl. XXVII, 21; Kromer 1991: Taf. 24, 

no. 2; Alexanian 1999: 144–47, Abb. 59, M99–M110; etc.), and we uncovered several 

examples in late Third to early Fourth Dynasty tombs such the tomb of Hetepi (Arias 

Kytnarová 2010a: Fig. 2.5.5), the anonymous tomb AS 54 and its large wooden boat (AS 80; 

yet unpublished). However, they remain popular and also do occur in much smaller numbers 

up until the end of the Fifth Dynasty. From Abusir, we can name B-10 bowls from the tomb of 

Prince Werkaure (Arias Kytnarová 2014b: Figs. 4.45–4.46) or the mortuary temple of King 

Raneferef (Bárta 2006: type XXXIIIa). Only a single rim fragment (59-13.AS68c.2013) was 

uncovered in the complex of Princess Sheretnebty. This came from the unused Shaft 3 in 

tomb AS 68c.   

 Beakers (B-11) were attested only in two examples, although both were almost fully 

reconstructed from individual sherds. The smaller example (58-10.AS68c.2013; see Fig. 5.8) 

was found in the burial chamber of the presumed husband of Princess Sheretnebty (Shaft 1 in 

AS 68c). It was uncovered close to the sarcophagus and contained a layer of ash inside. The 

supposed organic content has not yet been analysed. The beaker had a maximum diameter of 

13.3 cm and height of 6.5 cm. The second example (61-15.AS68c.2013) was uncovered in the 

fill of Shaft 4 of the same tomb and was slightly larger, with a maximum diameter of 18 cm 
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and height of 9 cm (see Fig. 5.8). Both vessels had similar tall and wide bodies with either open 

or slightly flaring walls and rounded base.  

 The so-called bell-shaped bowls with flaring walls (B-12) belong among the most 

attractive Old Kingdom bowls (see Fig. 5.8). Although most were preserved as only rim sherds 

and one as a base fragment, two were reconstructed to full profile and another to more than 

2/3 of its height. Only one bowl (28-6.AS68a.2012, Fig. 3.93) had a simple rim and was larger 

when compared to the other examples, with a maximum diameter of 29 cm and preserved 

height of 15 cm. It was uncovered in the fill of the chapel of Duaptah (AS 68a). This type is 

attested already during the Fourth Dynasty (see Reisner – Smith 1955: Fig. 121, 14-3-66) but 

continues until the end of the Old Kingdom.  

The second type of bell-shaped bowl with a modelled rim is often smaller and shorter, 

with a diameter of 21–26 cm and full height of only 10 cm. The complex of Sheretnebty 

provided us with seven rim fragments and two bowls in full profiles (see also Fig. 5.8). The 

contexts include the chapels of AS 68c and AS 68d, as well Shafts 4, 7 and 12 in the courtyard. 

This type is particularly popular during the Sixth Dynasty, as evidenced e.g. by the ceramic 

material from the cemetery of Saqqara West (Rzeuska 2006: Pls. 98–99).  

Among the least attested examples are two large vats with angular modelled rims and 

convex walls (B-13, Fig. 5.8). One was uncovered in the fill of the chapel of AS 68d and the 

other in the burial chamber of Shaft 6 in tomb AS 68c. Both are very large, with maximum 

diameters of 40 and 50 cm and preserved heights of 19 and 25 cm. The above-mentioned 

burial chamber also contained a massive flat base that very likely belonged to one of the vats. 

However, due to the irregular body of the vat with its lopsided and indented surface, it was 

not possible to securely reconstruct them. The deformation was probably a result of being 

squeezed by another vessels during drying or, more likely, firing, as the surface is also 

blackened around the indented areas (see Fig. 3.213). Interestingly, although both vessels were 

made of rough material and had thick walls, they were treated with a red slip inside and 

outside. The lower part of the body was trimmed and scraped with a slightly sharp tool. 

Similar vats were uncovered in larger numbers from the tomb of Queen Hetepheres as well as 

the mastabas of the officials at Giza (Junker 1929:  247, Fig. 60, no. 1; Reisner – Smith 1955: 
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65–66, Figs. 67–71 and 123, type D-LXXI). A slightly different form was also present in the 

settlement of the pyramid builders (Wodzińska 2006: 295–96, Fig. 11.29, type CD 25), where it 

was found in situ in the area of the bakeries, sunken into the floor (Lehner 1992: 62). As a type 

usually connected to the production of bread (Faltings 1998: 92, 96, 99), their presence in 

funerary contexts is surprising, and it is questionable whether they were meant to represent 

bread and its production for the afterlife or had a different, practical function. No traces of 

secondary use or filling could be observed on either vessel or the base.  

 As a final note, it must be pointed out that in numerous contexts, bowls of the same 

groups occur together. The most frequent examples are Sixth Dynasty shafts 4, 6, 8 and 12 in 

the court, as well as Shaft 13 in the corridor. These share carinated bowls with grooved rims 

(B-1bIV), large and deep bowls with modelled rims (B-5), small and shallow bowls with 

modelled rims (B-6) and bowls with flaring walls (B-12), to name only a few. These 

occurrences were observed early on and thus it was possible to compare the material from the 

point of its dispersion, e.g. whether similar looking fragments from diverse contexts could 

actually be part of the same vessel. However, the differences in sizes, particular morphology, 

firing and surface treatment excluded such a possibility. Thus, these vessels possibly attest that 

during the Sixth Dynasty, there was relatively large-scale secondary funerary activity in the 

court.   

Naturally, it must also be taken into account that without any exception, all the shafts 

in the courtyard were robbed and, therefore, none of the material uncovered in them 

necessarily originated from its final place of deposition. However, it is also possible that the 

ancient robbers were emptying the shafts in a similar way to present-day excavators, when it is 

unpractical to have two nearby shafts open at the same time. We could theorize that if they 

robbed one shaft at a time, they either used its debris to fill some other, previously robbed 

shaft (which would be a very unlucky case for us) or they used it to cover their own tracks 

immediately after the robbing by refilling the same shaft (see also Chapter 6.2.2). Therefore, 

the relevance of such mixed contexts remains tentative, although they bring us a plethora of 

rather homogenous ceramic evidence.  
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 5.4 STANDS (CLASS S) 

The stands constituted the fourth most-common class uncovered in the complex of 

Sheretnebty with 2,450 fragments, of which 1,467 were diagnostic and amounted to at least 

532 minimum vessels (12.77% of the whole assemblage). In the case of stands, far more than 

any other class, the identification of individual vessels was complicated by the sheer number 

of small to very small rim fragments. In all the cases, the securely identified numbers of 

minimum individual vessels were used; however, it is possible that they were actually higher 

than those presented. As an advantage, in the case of Abusir stands, it was always possible to 

differentiate with certainty between rim and base fragments (see also infra). A relatively large 

number of stands were able to be reconstructed to full profile, thus enabling not only a 

stylistic but also morphometric analysis of the vessels.  

 

 

Table 5.3 The amounts of stands from the complex of Sheretnebty 

 

 The largest amount of stands came from the secondary refuse clusters of cult pottery in 

the pillared courtyard (especially its south-east part) and from tomb AS 68d, particularly its 

two shaft deposits (i.e. in Shaft 1 and 2), followed by tomb AS 68c, where it concentrated in 

the remains of the shaft deposit of Shaft 1 and the debris of the chapel (see also Table 5.3). The 

stands uncovered in the corridor came from the area neighbouring the south-east corner of 

the court and were very likely part of the same refuse. Such frequency is unsurprising, as 

stands were commonly used during cultic activities occurring in front of false doors and 

niches (hence their occurrence in the fill of chapels, see also Chapter 4.4.1).  

 The cemeteries of Abusir have a particular trait in shaft deposits that were designated 

for persons of higher socio-economic status. All the deposits dating to the middle to late Fifth 

Context Class
Complete vessels/ 
complete profiles

Rims Bases
Other 

diagnostic 
fragments

Non-diagnostic 
fragments

No. of all 
fragments

No. of 
diagnostic 
fragments

Min. no. of 
vessels

%

Court and staircase S 16 153 56 65 96 384 290 144 27,1%
Corridor S 8 46 11 20 32 115 84 44 8,3%

Tomb AS 68a S 8 80 28 5 32 153 121 53 10,0%
Tomb AS 68b S 1 3 1 6 6 17 11 12 2,3%
Tomb AS 68c S 6 229 37 37 384 693 294 113 21,2%
Tomb AS 68d S 37 335 177 116 423 1088 667 166 31,2%

Total  76 846 310 249 973 2450 1467 532 100,0%
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Dynasty often contained large quantities of stands, sometimes in dozens to hundreds of 

individual pieces. Among them, the most notable were the deposits of both shafts in tomb AS 

67, in the anonymous tomb AS 47,  in both main shafts of tomb AS 68d, Shaft 1 of AS 68c, the 

shaft of Princess Hedjetnebu in Abusir and other examples (for details, see Chapter 4.2.4).  

Such shaft deposits often contained different groups of stands, most notably tall, hour-glass 

shaped stands and low ring stands that were complemented by platters and bowls. It is very 

likely that these shaft deposits contained vessels that were used during funerary rituals and 

were subsequently buried due to religious beliefs.  

   

 
Chart 5.5 Spatial distribution and frequency of stands in the complex of Sheretnebty 

  

 The stands uncovered during the excavations of Abusir South and Centre were divided 

into eight main morphological groups.14 Almost all of them were represented in the complex 

of Princess Sheretnebty, with tall hour-glass shaped stands (S-1) far surpassing all the others. 

The main groups include: 

 S-1: tall hour-glass stands,  

 S-2: very tall A-shaped and tubular stands, 

                                                            
14 For a comparison of typological sequences of stands and classification systems used at other sites, see 
Kytnarová 2009: 92–94.  
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 S-3: very tall X-shaped stands,  

 S-4: lower biconical stands with a diaphragm,  

 S-5: low stands with modelled rims,  

 S-6: low ring stands,  

 S-7: medium tall wide stands,  

 S-8: medium tall stands.   

 

 As for the method of production, it differs slightly for diverse groups. All the stands 

were wheel-made, and depending on their resulting size, they were connected from two (e.g. 

low ring stands S-6) or three parts (all the tall stands). As an example, tall S-1 stands were 

wheel-made in three main parts (rim, middle and base), with the middle part often finished 

and attached by hand, resulting in a very rough inner surface and a kind of a “step” at the join 

(compare Charvát 1981: 165; Rzeuska 2006: 423). Low ring stands sometimes also bear 

remains of the unsmoothed join on their inner bodies. During the final stage, the stands were 

thoroughly wet-smoothed on the outside, very often in a diagonal rather than horizontal 

direction, leaving characteristic marks on the outside (see e.g. Figs. 3.104–3.105).  

 Their surface treatments differ according to the place of deposition and function of 

particular pieces. The stands that were used as permanent cultic equipment in the chapels 

(most notably S-2 and S-3) were frequently much more massive in size, often reaching almost 

a meter in height, with very thick walls. These stands were almost always covered with a thick 

layer of red slip that probably had not only an aesthetic value but also heightened the 

durability of the vessels. Due to their use in cultic activities, these red-slipped stands were 

often white-washed or plastered during ritual purification, which also included the walls of 

the chapel, false door and offering tables (see also Spatial distribution). Given the nature and 

function of such stands, it is unsurprising that they are very rare and only a few pieces 

maximum are uncovered per single tomb.  

 In contrast, the stands that made up a large portion of the so-called shaft deposits were 

much smaller (with the largest types only around 30 cm) and almost never covered with a red 

slip. Their sizes are quite homogenous within the morphological groups (see Chart 5.6), with 
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stands of e.g. type S-1aI reaching most commonly around 23–24 cm, type S-1aII around 28–30 

cm and low ring stands between 9 and 10 cm. These stands were very likely part of the 

funerary activities and their quantities, rather than their quality, seems to have been of 

importance. In general, they were used as support for all manner of uneven vessels, whether 

jars (especially low ring stands) or bowls and platters (tall stands, see e.g. Reisner 1931; 

Charvát 1981: 165; Rzeuska 2006: 423) and are often depicted in relief decoration.  

  

 5.4.1 TALL HOUR-GLASS SHAPED STANDS (S-1) 

This group constitutes the most common example of stands. It is characterised by a biconical, 

hour-glass shaped body that was wheel-made in two main parts (rim and base), with the 

middle section hand-built by coiling. They are subdivided into two main types, namely one 

with concave walls (S-1a) and one with highly concave X-shaped walls (S-1b). Further division 

into forms is based on the shape of the rim, either simple (e.g. S-1aI, S-1bI) or modelled (S-

1aII, S-1bII; see Fig. 5.9). The numerous, fully preserved examples of tall stands confirmed 

that both rim and base are identical (e.g. either simple or modelled), never a combination of 

two different forms. As a rule, they were made of medium quality Nile silts, predominantly NS 

B1 and NS B2. Type S-1a is almost always only wet-smoothed on the outer surface, while S-1b 

is very commonly red-slipped.  

 Their chronological development is difficult to trace due to the fact that they occur 

throughout the whole Old Kingdom with minimal morphological changes. For the Sixth 

Dynasty, Rzeuska proposed a development from a modelled rounded rim in earlier stages to a 

simple rim in later phases (Rzeuska 206: 423). However, for the site of Abusir, such 

development cannot be confirmed as both forms often occur together in identical contexts, 

most notably Shaft 1 in AS 68d, Shaft 1 in AS 68c and Shaft 2 in AS 68a (see also Figs. 3.105 

3.244 and 3.266). To name one particular case, Shaft 1 of AS 68d provided us with 7 fully 

preserved and at least 40 additional partially preserved examples of S-1aI stands with a simple 

rim. At the same time, the shaft deposit also held 8 fully preserved and more than 30 partially 

preserved pieces of S-1aII stands with modelled rims. Thus, it is more likely that during the 
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Fifth Dynasty they appear concurrently and each type of stand bore a slightly different 

function, namely as supports for diverse vessels. 

The morphometric analysis of the fully preserved examples from synchronic contexts 

in the complex of Sheretnebty (i.e. Shafts 1 and 2 of AS 68d, both of late Fifth Dynasty) shows 

that particular types are rather homogenous in their sizes. Tall stands with modelled rims (S-

1aII)) tend to be taller, with heights reaching around 28–29 cm. Stands with a simple rim (S-

1aI are usually slightly lower, with heights around 23–24 cm (see also Chart 5.6).  

 

  
Chart. 5.6 Morphometric comparison of different types of stands preserved in full profile in two contexts 

(Shafts 1/blue and Shaft 2/red in the tomb of Nefer) 

 

  

5.4.2 VERY TALL A-SHAPED AND X-SHAPED STANDS (S-2 AND S-3) 

Stands of these two groups are rather rare in the archaeological evidence and as mentioned 

above, only a few examples per tomb are uncovered at the most. In the case of the complex of 
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Princess Sheretnebty, it provided us with several pieces, however none of them in full profile, 

therefore no detailed typological analysis was possible.  

 S-2 and S-3 stands both occur predominantly in cultic contexts and were originally 

part of the permanent furnishing of the tomb superstructures. They are characterised by large 

dimensions, often reaching a height of more than 40 cm (see e.g. Reisner – Smith 1955: Fig. 

129, esp. 36-3-43 and 34-12-3 with heights of 80 cm), thick walls, and the above-mentioned 

characteristic red-slipped and polished surface that was subsequently white-washed or 

plastered. On rare occasions, they were uncovered in situ in front of the false door, e.g. at 

Abusir in the chapel of Gegi (AS 7, see Fig. 4.56) and Kaisebi (AS 76; Fig. 4.57, see also 

Dulíková – Jirásková – Arias Kytnarová 2016) and at Giza in the chapels of G 1407 and G 

1457.15 Such a use is confirmed at our complex, where most of these massive stands came 

from the debris of the chapels in AS 68c and AS 68d and from the fill of the corridor running 

in front of these two tombs. Several pieces also came from Shaft 6 in tomb AS 68c, but the 

context was highly disturbed and its secondary nature cannot be excluded. All the examples 

were red-slipped and almost all of them exhibited either an irregular layer of plaster or at least 

traces of it on the outer walls. 

 The A-shaped and tubular stands (S-2) were quite common and were attested in 

several sizes.16 Based on their occurrences at Abusir and Giza, it is possible to assume that they 

were most common during the Fifth Dynasty, with several examples of A-shaped stands 

attested e.g. in the tomb of Kaaper, tomb AS 2 (Fig. 5.10) and in tomb AS 13. The smaller 

version of A-shaped stands also appears in the Sixth Dynasty (Rzeuska 2006: Pl. 154).  

All the preserved rims and bases from the complex of Sheretnebty are either angular or 

triangular, with only one slightly flattened base. Their most representative feature consists in 

the presence of cut out “windows” that had either a triangular, angular or even oval shape (see 

e.g. Reisner – Smith 1955: Fig. 129), which very likely had a decorative rather than functional 

                                                            
15 See www.gizapyramids.org. For additional information, see also Chapter 4.4.1.   
16 Originally, tubular stands had their own group (S-3; e.g. Kytnarová 2009: 92–93); however due to the fact that 
they are closely linked to A-shaped stands and in fragmentary form, it is almost impossible to differentiate 
between these two. They were both sorted into a single group (S-2) as two types, namely S-2a (A-shaped) and S-
2b (tubular) when such a division was possible.  
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purpose, although this could have been a means of decreasing the final weight of the massive 

stand. In the complex of Sheretnebty, only three examples of stands with such windows were 

found, namely two different ones in the debris of the chapel in tomb AS 68d (40-

42.AS68d.2013 and 40-61.AS68d.2013, see Fig. 3.239), and one in the fill of Shaft 1 in AS 68c 

(57-79.AS68c.2013), which probably also originated from the chapel. Based on fully preserved 

examples from other sites, it is possible to say that such windows were always at the lower part 

of the stand, near the base.   

As far as the sizes of S-2 and S-3 stands from complex AS 68 are concerned, only a few 

facts can be surmised. The preserved rims and bases are quite large and have diameters of 22–

25 cm. The largest reconstructed stand (65-6.AS68c.2013) reached a height of 48 cm, which 

constituted only about 2/3 to one half of its original size. Other stands were preserved to 

heights of 31 to 36 cm (e.g. 40-42.AS68d.2012, 40-61.AS68d.2012, 63-5.AS68c.2013 and 65-

5.AS68c.2013), in all cases making up only a portion of the whole stand. In comparison, the 

fully preserved stand from the chapel of Gegi reached a height of 41 cm with a base diameter 

of 21.8 cm, the stand from the anonymous tomb AS 13 had a full height of 49 cm and the 

almost fully intact stand from the chapel of Kaisebi had a base diameter of 23 cm and height of 

51.5 cm. 

 Group S-3 comprises an X-shaped version of the tall and massive stands with highly 

concave walls.17 Similar to group S-2, they occur only in very few pieces throughout the sites. 

At Abusir, the most notable example was the above-mentioned tall stand uncovered in situ in 

the chapel of Kaisebi (9/AS76/2016, see Fig. 4.57). From the available evidence, it is possible to 

assume that this particular type is limited to the period of the Sixth Dynasty. They are almost 

always covered with a highly polished red slip that is often partially covered with a white wash 

or a layer of plaster (see details in Figs. 5.12–5.13). It is often presumed that such a plastering 

was meant to imitate stone material (i.e. limestone or calcite); however, the present author 

                                                            
17 X-shaped stands also occur in group S-1, namely as S-1b. The main difference between them lies in their sizes 
and surface treatment, given their different original function. While S-1b stands are rather small (around 30 cm 
in height) and usually only wet-smoothed, S-3 stands can reach almost 1m and are almost always covered in red 
slip. Given their highly concave walls, S-3 stands are usually easily differentiated from S-2 during post-
processing.  
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leans toward the interpretation of this surface treatment as part of a ritual purification that 

called for all the main cultic furnishing, e.g. false doors, niches, offering tables and stands, to 

be white-washed as part of the regular offering rituals (see also Chapter 4.4.1).   

   

 5.4.3 OTHER STANDS (S-4 TO S-8) 

Medium-tall stands with flat bottoms and diaphragms (S-4) were not attested in the complex 

of Sheretnebty but occur in other contexts of the cemeteries of Abusir South. The two largest 

assemblages came from Shaft 1 in the anonymous mastaba AS 47 (13 bases, see Arias 

Kytnarová 2011a: Fig. 22) and Shaft 5 in tomb AS 51 (six examples, see Arias Kytnarová 

2010c: Fig. 4.4.15, nos. 1–3 and 6). The fully preserved pieces have heights of 19.5 to 20.5 cm 

and either a wide flat base or a cut-out diaphragm. Other notable parallels include the 

funerary temple of Menkaure at Giza (Reisner 1931: 220, Fig. 70, nos. 4–5).  Due to the lack of 

this type in later contexts, it is possible that it is limited to the late Fourth and Fifth Dynasty.  

Contrarily, the group of shorter stands with distinctly modelled bases (S-5) was 

represented by numerous examples in the complex of Sheretnebty. They concentrated in 

several notable contexts, with the majority originating from the burial shafts, e.g. of the high 

official Nefer (Shaft 1 in AS 68d), his wife Neferhathor (Shaft 2 in AS 68d), the presumed 

husband of Princess Sheretnebty (Shaft 1 in AS 68c) and Duaptah (Shaft 1 in AS 68a). They 

had two diverse forms, namely one with an angular base and a simple rim and one with a flat 

base and an outer grooving on both rim and base (see Fig. 5.14). All the S-5 stands have low 

bodies with concave recurved walls. The fully preserved examples have heights of 9.7–11 cm. 

Other attestations include synchronic contexts from the cemetery of Abusir Centre, e.g. from 

the tomb of Prince Werkaure (Arias Kytnarová 2014b: Fig. 4.76, 167.AC26.2008, 

235.AC26.2008 and 236.AC26.2008) and the official Kakaibaef (yet unpublished).  

Low ring stands (S-6) were the second-most common stand group uncovered in this 

complex. Their spatial distribution shows concentrations in the south-east area of the open 

court and the associated part of the corridor, as well as the debris of the chapel in tomb AS 

68c. Interestingly, relatively few pieces came from the shaft deposits otherwise containing 

large amounts of other stand types. In the Abusir ceramic classification, S-6 stands are 
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subdivided according to the shape of the body, namely S-6a with concave walls and S-6b with 

highly concave walls.18 Only S-6a were uncovered in the complex of Sheretnebty and they all 

had forms with a simple rim (S-6aI; see Figs. 5.14 and 3.248). The morphometric analysis 

shows that they had very homogenous sizes, with height being the most important 

denominator (see e.g. Chart 5.7). These stands were very often irregular, with oval rather than 

round diameters and lopsided profiles. In some cases, S-6 stands were overfired and exhibited 

grey or thoroughly black sherds. In the vast predominance of cases, they reached only 9–10 

cm, but slightly larger examples appeared sporadically.  

 

 
Chart 5.7 Morphometric comparison between tall hour-glass shaped stands (designated by squares), low ring 

stands (loops) and medium tall stands (asterisks) from the contexts in the court and the corridor 

 

                                                            
18 Ring stands S-6b were uncovered e.g. in the tomb of Inti and thus seem to be limited to the period of the Sixth 
Dynasty (see Kytnarová 2009: Fig. 80). 
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 The wide stands of group S-7 are relatively rare and constitute an exception rather 

than a regular part of assemblages. Unlike all the other groups, where numerous examples are 

preserved that share homogenous shapes and sizes, this group provides us with only very few 

pieces, which differ from each other. Its main feature consists in the width of the stand, as it is 

often very wide in relation to its height (e.g. 16-68.AS68.2012 with identical maximum 

diameter and height of 16.5 cm), unlike the other very slim biconical stands. The fully 

preserved examples from the complex of Sheretnebty reach heights of 15.5–16 cm and 

maximum diameters of 15.5–18 cm. Similar wide stands were found in the burial shaft of 

princess Hedjetnebu at Abusir Centre (Verner – Callender 2002: Pl. XXI, Kf2 and Pl. XXIV, 

Kf9), dated to the period of Djedkare Isesi.   

 The last to mention are medium tall stands, S-8. They usually have similar heights to 

the previous group, being most commonly 15–16.5 cm tall, but have very slim hour-glass 

shaped bodies; vaguely similar to tall stands of S-1 (see Figs. 3.246 and 5.10 for size 

comparison between stand groups). In the complex of Sheretnebty, they appeared in largest 

numbers in tomb AS 68d and particularly in its two main shafts, namely the shaft of Nefer 

(Shaft 1) and his wife Neferhathor (Shaft 2), as well as in the debris of the chapel. There were 

only nine examples preserved in full profile. These stands appear in two main types, S-8a with 

a simple rim and base and S-8b with a simple contracted rim and a rolled base.   

   

5.5 BREAD FORMS (CLASS F) 

Bread forms can be one of the most frequent ceramic classes attested in the Old Kingdom 

funerary contexts; as an example, in the Valley temple of Menkaure they made up 32% of the 

assemblage (Reisner 1931: 220–222) and in the Giza Plateau Mapping Site, they constituted 

over 56% of all ceramic finds (Wodzińska 2007: 298). Their main characteristics include:  

moulded inner surfaces and roughly wet-smoothed outer surfaces, thickness of walls, low 

quality porous material (predominantly Nile silt C) with numerous organic and possibly also 

inorganic inclusions, low firing temperature resulting in soft sherds, and a common feature of 

blackened surfaces due to fire exposure. These make them all relatively easily recognizable 

even in a highly fragmented form.  
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 The complex of Sheretnebty brought to light altogether 992 fragments of bread forms, 

out of which 515 pieces were diagnostic and made up a minimum of 281 individual vessels 

(see Table 3.1). The resulting percentage is rather low, as bread forms constituted only 6.7% of 

all the pottery and thus were surpassed by all the other vessel classes (see Chart 1.1). They only 

exceeded the classes of auxiliary pottery (lids, mud stoppers) and technical pottery (tools).  

 

 
Table 5.4 Amounts of bread forms from the complex of Sheretnebty  

 

 The majority of the bread forms were found in the rock-cut tomb AS 68c (almost 50% 

of all), followed by the open pillared court (over 25%; see Table 5.4). Only 33 examples were 

preserved in full shape or at least full profile, however the existence of numerous bases 

(namely 64 examples) enabled a further typological analysis.  

Old Kingdom bread forms from Abusir can be divided into four main groups, namely 

conical bDA bread forms with a rounded base (F-1), bDA forms with a flat base (F-2), bread 

forms with a tall tubular foot (F-3) and low wide aprt and sTt bread forms (F-4; see Fig.   

5.15).19 Every group can be further divided into types that bear chronological significance (see 

also Arias Kytnarová 2011b). Bread forms with a rounded base (F-1) are most common and 

appear throughout almost the whole Old Kingdom, differing in their exact morphology; 

however, hitherto, these have not at all been attested in the later Sixth Dynasty (see also infra).  

Type F-2 with a flat base begins to appear in larger numbers only from the Fifth Dynasty 

onwards and is characteristic for the Sixth Dynasty. Tall bread forms with a wide foot, F-3, are 

                                                            
19 For an outline of classification systems of bread forms that are used by other scholars, see the analysis in 
Kytnarová 2009: 95–97.  

Context Class
Complete vessels/ 
complete profiles

Rims Bases
Other 

diagnostic 
fragments

Non-diagnostic 
fragments

No. of all 
fragments

No. of 
diagnostic 
fragments

Min. no. of 
vessels

%

Court and staircase F 10 53 17 19 71 170 99 72 25,6%

Corridor F 1 4 3 - 11 19 8 10 3,6%

Tomb AS 68a F 1 26 2 6 28 63 35 24 8,5%

Tomb AS 68b F 3 12 5 - 20 40 21 12 4,3%

Tomb AS 68c F 9 196 25 38 260 526 268 137 48,8%

Tomb AS 68d F 9 59 12 4 90 174 84 26 9,3%

Total  33 350 64 67 480 992 515 281 100,0%
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limited to the Sixth Dynasty. The low wide bread forms of group F-4 are most common in the 

late Old Kingdom.   

 

 
Chart 5.8 Distribution of the reliably classified bread forms attested in various contexts 

 

 By far, the most common group was that of bDA bread forms with a rounded base (F-1; 

see Chart 5.8), which was attested in numerous contexts throughout the complex and most 

significantly in the area of the court and rock-cut tomb AS 68c. The second most common 

was surprisingly that of flat bread trays (F-4), followed by flat bDA bread forms (F-2). Only one 

example of a tall mould with a tubular foot (F-3) was found.  

 A large amount of the uncovered bread forms had traces of fire either outside, inside 

or on both surfaces. Outside, the blackened area is usually concentrated around the base but 

sometimes can cover large irregular areas of the bread form, confirming the iconographic 

attestations of placing bread forms directly onto the fire, often overlapping each other (for an 

extensive list, see e.g. Faltings 1998: 89–109, Dok. 1–40).  

Some of the bread forms were used secondarily as containers for mortar or plaster and 

were found at the bottom of a shaft (e.g. 26-15.AS68.2012 from Shaft 3 in the courtyard, Fig. 
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5.17; 54-26.AS68a.2013 from the secondary debris in the burial chamber of Shaft 1 in AS 68a; 

and 63-1.AS68c.2013 from Shaft 5 of AS 68c) or other areas (43-41.AS68c.2013 from the 

chapel of AS 68c, Fig. 5.17). Such a use is not uncommon, although it is much more typical to 

find beer jars fulfilling this function (see also Chapter 4.5.2).  

On very rare occasions, bread moulds could also be used as a container for pigments, 

such as ochre. In the fill between the pillars of the open court, we found a shoulder fragment 

of a smaller F-1b bread form (16-1.AS68.2012) that contained a layer of dark red pigment at 

the bottom, a thin layer of plaster towards the upper side of the bread form and a middle part, 

where these two were mixed to achieve a pale pink hue (see Fig. 5.17).  It is very likely that this 

bread form was used by a craftsman for mixing ochre to achieve its different shades, as in a 

modern palette. It is again more common to find beer jars in such a function – as an example, 

a beer jar base with remains of red ochre (57-36.AS68c.2013) was discovered in the fill of Shaft 

1 in tomb AS 68c, which belonged to the presumed husband of Princess Sheretnebty (see Fig. 

3.163). This find is also interesting considering the fact that his burial chamber held a bowl 

with remains of blue pigment (see Figs. 3.171–3.172). Both vessels might have been used 

during the decoration of his false door (similar to the false door of Nefer, see Fig. 3.233) or 

some other area in the chapel. Unluckily, no such decoration is preserved and therefore this 

theory has to remain tentative. The use of bread forms as containers for pigments is attested 

e.g. in the settlement of workers at Giza (Wodzińska 2007: 298).  

 

5.5.1 BREAD FORMS WITH A ROUNDED BASE (F-1) 

This group of bDA bread forms is the most common type in the cemetery of Abusir South. Its 

main feature consists in a body formed over a mould, roughly wet-smoothed from outside 

and equipped with a rounded base that is attached to the main body (Fig. 5.18). The general 

chronological development of group F-1 is very well documented.20 The earliest examples 

come from the Predynastic and Early Dynastic Periods (e.g. Petrie 1900: Pl. 6, Figs. 145–148; 

Petrie 1902: Pl. 29, Fig. 57–59; Brunton 1937: 94, no. 1312, 105, 133, pl. 36:4; Macyńska 2009: 

                                                            
20 The following sequence (F-1 to F-4) is an expanded version of a paper dedicated to the chronological relevance 
of bread forms (Arias Kytnarová 2011c).  
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Figs. 9–13) but the type is predominant in the Fourth and Fifth Dynasties and is known to 

have lasted in much smaller numbers till approximately the middle of the Sixth Dynasty 

(Brunton – Petrie 1924: pl. 29, 32B and G). However, it is interesting to note the complete lack 

of this type in some late Sixth Dynasty contexts, such as the Saqqara West cemetery (Rzeuska 

2006: 420) or the sites of Balat and Ayn Asil in the Dakhla oasis (cf. Valloggia 1986: 135–165; 

Soukiassian – Wuttmann – Pantallacci et al. 1990: 85–121; Minault-Gout – Deleuze 1992: 

140–184; Soukiassian – Wuttmann – Pantalacci 2002: 461–512). 

The bread forms of the Early Dynastic Period are distinctly different in having a very 

wide and low body with a width to height ratio of 5:2 and a smooth transition of body and 

rounded base, with some older forms being almost half-circular (e.g. Petrie 1902: pl. 29:57–59; 

Jucha 2005: 51–52, pl. 68–73; Macyńska 2009: Figs. 9–13; see also Jacquet-Gordon 1981: 11–

12). During the Third Dynasty, the bread form acquires a typically slimmer shape with 

predominantly straight walls, increased height and decreased width of a ratio approximately 

7:6 (cf. Quibell – Green 1902: Pl. 69, Fig. 15; Garstang 1904: Pl. 23, Fig. 2–4; Fairservis – 

Hoffman – Weeks 1971–72: Fig. 24, nos. 22–24, 26).  

The bread forms of the early Fourth Dynasty are marked by increasingly concave walls 

with slightly flaring rims (cf. Quibell 1898: Pl. 12, fig. 35; Reisner 1932: Fig. 36, 4–5; Hassan 

1953: Pl. 48C, 2/1; Arnold 1973: Abb. 12, 3rd left, Taf. 50c). Also, in the course of the Fourth 

Dynasty, the transition between the body and the base (called “shoulder” in this paper, 

although not entirely correct) becomes slightly pronounced and angular (e.g. Kromer 1978: 

Tf. 20, Figs. 1, 2 and 4; Faltings 1989: Abb. 3c; Wodzińska 2007: Figs. 11.38 and 11.39). Finally, 

in the course of the Fifth Dynasty, it is replaced by a sharp visible transition of body and base, 

often with a characteristic base knob only roughly attached to the body without any additional 

smoothing (from Abusir, see e.g. Arias Kytnarová 2010c: Fig. 4.4.3, 1.AS51.09; Arias 

Kytnarová 2011a: Fig. 15, 10.AS37.2007 and Fig. 21, 34.AS47.2007; Arias Kytnarová 2011c: 

Fig. 6.23, type F-1b; Arias Kytnarová 2014b: Fig. 4.55, esp. nos. 34.AC26.2008, 36.AC26.2008 

and Fig. 4.65). The width to height ratio of the bread forms of type F-1c attested from the late 

Fifth Dynasty onwards can be up to 3:5, namely tall and narrow vessels – almost completely 

reversed from the early Old Kingdom wide and shallow examples. 
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On the basis of this knowledge, three main chronologically significant types of F-1 

bread forms were identified for the Abusir pottery corpus: F-1a (with a smooth transition 

between body and base), F-1b (with articulated transition) and F-1c (with a sharp angle of 

body and base, often characterised by a base knob, see Arias Kytnarová 2011c: Fig. 8). By far 

the most common type is F-1b, with numerous examples attested e.g. in the tomb of Prince 

Werkaure at Abusir Centre (AC 26). There, the most prominent were two large assemblages 

of bread forms of this type that were uncovered in the area of the heavily disturbed burial 

chamber. They were originally very likely part of a single deposit and consisted of a minimum 

of 14 very large F-1b bread forms with diameters reaching up to 40 cm (see Arias Kytnarová 

2014b: Figs. 4.56–4.61).   

Type F-1b with a ledged shoulder, characteristic for the late Fifth Dynasty, is 

unsurprisingly the most common also in the complex of Sheretnebty. It was attested in almost 

all the contexts containing F-1 bread forms, most prominently Shaft 7 in the courtyard, 

chapels of AS 68a and AS 68b, Shafts 1 and 2 in AS 68a, and also among possible remains of 

the original deposit in Shaft 1 of AS 68c, Shaft 2 in AS 68c and Shafts 1 and 2 in the tomb of 

Nefer (AS 68d). Most of the examples belonged to regular-sized bread forms with heights of 

ca. 16–18 cm. There were also notably larger vessels, such as one from the secondary debris 

that filled the burial chamber of Shaft 1 in tomb AS 68a (54-1.AS68a.2013); it reached a height 

of 24 cm. Another one from Shaft 1 of AS 68c (the “husband”) had a maximum diameter of 40 

cm and height of more than 30 cm (57-111.AS68c.2013). Analogies for the latter one can be 

found e.g. in the deposit of large bread forms from the tomb of Prince Werkaure mentioned 

above; otherwise, such huge bread forms are uncommon and have only been attested in the 

settlement of pyramid workers at Giza (see Wodzińska 2007: 298, F2C).   

The later development of F-1, namely type F-1c with a so-called base knob, was 

attested in only two cases, namely the fill of the chapel of AS 68c (otherwise rich with Sixth 

Dynasty pottery due to continuous cultic activity) and the fill of the open court, also used until 

the end of the Old Kingdom.  
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5.5.2 BREAD FORMS WITH A FLAT BASE (F-2) 

The bDA bread forms of group F-2 with a flat base are generally considered a late Old Kingdom 

ware despite the fact that they were already occasionally present in the Early Dynastic Period 

(e.g. Petrie 1900: Pl. 43). The earliest examples are very scant and show characteristic shapes 

similar to the early F-1 type, namely rather low and wide bodies with a width to height ratio of 

6:2. The F-2 bread forms of the Third to early Fourth Dynasty show an increase in the height 

of the vessel (with a ratio of 1:1 to 2:3) but are still present only in very small numbers 

(Quibell 1898: Pl. XII, Figs. 25 and 38; Peet – Loat 1913: Pl. IV, Figs. 41 and 45). 

 Notably, there is a complete absence of bread forms with a flat base from some Fourth 

Dynasty contexts, such as the settlements excavated in the Giza Plateau dated to the mid- to 

late Fourth Dynasty (Wodzińska 2007: 298–300). On the other hand, the valley temple of 

Menkaure, built by Shepseskaf and used until the Sixth Dynasty, is characterised by the fact 

that all the large quantities of bread forms found (145 examples making up 32% of all 

ceramics) are all represented exclusively by type F-2 with a flat base (Reisner 1932: 220–223, 

Fig. 71, nos. 1–5).  

The use of this type of bread form increases in the early Fifth Dynasty and is well 

represented in late Fifth to Sixth Dynasty tombs in Saqqara (cf. Kanawati – Abder-Raziq 1999: 

Pl. 66, Figs. TNE97:2, TNE97:10 and TNE97:14) and Giza (Junker 1941: Abb. 32; Reisner – 

Smith 1955, 88, Fig. 132, nos. 27-3-694 and 30-1-64, Pl. 50b, 3/2-3/3). During this period, its 

shape changes in having concave flaring walls as opposed to the earlier straight or simple 

concave walls and the width to height ratio can reach up to 2:4. In the course of the Sixth 

Dynasty, bread forms with a rounded base fall into disuse and in many sites, the F-2 type with 

a flat bottom is the only type of bd3 bread form available. This is especially evident in some 

late Sixth Dynasty contexts such as the cemeteries at Balat (Soukiassian – Wuttmann –

Pantalacci et al. 1990: 108–110, Pl. 31; Minault-Gout – Deleuze 1992: 172–173; Castel –

Pantalacci – Cherpion 2001: Figs. 128–129, nos. C34–C44; Castel 2005: Fig. 50: 62–63), the 

settlement in Ayn Asil (Soukiassian – Wuttmann – Pantalacci 2002: 465–66, Fig. 327) or the 

cemetery at Saqqara West (Rzeuska 2006: Pls. 143–145 and 148–151).   
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In the cemetery of Abusir South, this type of bread form is less usual than type F-1 

with a rounded base. Some of the oldest documented F-2 bread forms with a flat base come 

from the tomb of Rahotep and Isesiseneb (AS 4) and the tomb of Hetepi (AS 3), dated to the 

late Fifth Dynasty. In both cases, the bread forms usually have straight open walls and sharply 

pointed inner bases. This bread form continues in use until the end of the Sixth Dynasty, as is 

evident i.e. from the examples from the tomb of Inti (AS 22) as well as from the secondary 

wall above the tomb of Kaiemtjenenet (AS 38), both dated to the terminal Sixth Dynasty. This 

trend is also confirmed in the tomb of Werkaure. Here, we uncovered only one F-2 bread 

form (Arias Kytnarová 2014c: Fig. 4.55, 238.AC26.09) in the eastern part of the open court of 

Werkaure, which yielded larger amounts of Sixth Dynasty pottery. 

 

 
Chart 5.9 Morphometric comparison between three main groups of bread forms preserved in full profile:           

F-1 (cirlce), F-2 (triangle) and F-3 (square).  

 

The complex of Sheretnebty provided us with only several examples of F-2 bread 

forms with a flat base (see Fig. 5.18), most notably in the upper layers of Shafts 3 and 7 in the 

courtyard, in Shaft 1 of tomb AS 68a, in the chapel of AS 68b, in Shafts 1 and 4 in tomb AS 68c 
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as well as its chapel and finally, in the chapel of Nefer (AS 68d). The morphometric 

comparison of the F-1 examples preserved in full profile confirms that the metric 

development of both groups is almost identical over time, meaning that F-1 and F-2 bread 

forms of approximately the same period have very similar dimensions and height to width 

ratios (see Chart 5.9). On the other hand, the vessels of group F-3 are decidedly different, 

being equipped with a very tall, massive foot. A similar analysis of their volumes shows that 

the development was exactly opposite (namely an increasing height but decreasing volume 

over time) due to the fact that F-3 bread forms might seem bigger but actually held much less 

inner capacity, as the vast majority of the bread form was taken up by a solid foot (see also 

infra).  

 

5.5.3 BREAD FORMS WITH A TALL TUBULAR FOOT (F-3) 

Bread forms of group F-3 with a tall massive tubular foot (see Fig. 5.15) are quite rare and so 

far, examples have been found only in the Memphite necropolis (esp. Saqqara and Abusir, see 

e.g. Rzeuska 2006: Pls. 146–147; Kytnarová 2009: 98–99, Pl. XXXVI; Arias Kytnarová 2011c: 

Fig. 6.14).  

This type very likely constitutes a typological development of the F-2 bread forms with 

a flat base. In the F-3 type, a large tubular piece of clay was added to the base of the bread form 

after moulding the main body. Its purpose was probably a more effective insulation from the 

heat of the fire during the baking process. In consequence, the compact base of the bread form 

is sometimes twice or thrice taller than the actual space for the bread dough, making the 

capacity of F-3 bread forms much smaller than that of bread forms of type F-2. 

At Abusir, this type of bread form is not very common and so far, examples were 

uncovered only in a handful of tombs and contexts. Foremost among them is a ceramic 

deposit in Shaft 1 of the anonymous tomb AS 821 that provided us with at least 15 individual 

pieces (see also Kytnarová 2009: 143–144). They have homogenous base diameters of 11–12.5 
                                                            
21 In the former publications, this tomb was designated as area FF, Tomb III in the complex of Fetekty (see Bárta 
2001: 132). The shaft itself was very shallow and was never used for a burial. It held a large amount of well-
preserved homogenous vessels, predominantly beer jars and bread forms (all of type F-3) that point to the fact 
that it served as a ritual deposit.  
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cm and complete heights of about 30–33 cm.  The height of the base (i.e. distance between the 

flat base and the inner base of the mould) reached between 9 and 16 cm. Some of the bread 

forms were white-washed on the outer surface and on the rims, confirming their ritual rather 

than practical function. Several of them bore traces of exposure to fire.  

An even larger amount came from the so-called bread form wall, situated north-east of 

the tomb of Kaiemtjenenet (AS 38) and west of the tomb of priest Neferinpu (Fig. 4.79; see 

also Arias Kytnarová 2011c: 84–88, Fig. 6.14), where 25 individual F-3 bread forms were used 

secondarily as a building material (see also Chapter 4.5.1). Ten vessels were preserved in full 

profile, with wide mouths and bevelled flat or concave rims painted white (see e.g. Fig. 4.81). 

The upper part of the bread form was usually wet-smoothed with distinct regular marks of the 

moulding on the inside. The foot of the vessel was left untreated, sometimes with a blackened 

lower part from its position in the fire. The sizes were quite homogenous, with most examples 

having a diameter of 22–24 cm, only two having larger rim diameters, very constant base 

diameters of 15 to 16.5 cm (including the partly preserved vessels as well), and heights of 25.7 

to 32 cm. Interesting to note is the difference in sizes between the two named contexts, with 

the bread forms from the secondary wall above the tomb of Kaiemtjenenet being taller and 

generally larger.  

Additional examples attested in the cemetery of Abusir include e.g. one base from the 

burial chamber of Hetepi (AS 3; Kytnarová 2009: 127–128), six pieces from chapel 2 in the 

tomb of vizier Qar (AS 16; Kytnarová 2009: 153–157), and two pieces from the shaft of judge 

Inti (AS 22). The last two were part of the burial shaft deposit that was spread out in three 

different layers of the shaft (Bárta 2003a: 21–22, Fig. 2). They had slightly different shapes, 

with one being slimmer and taller and the second considerably wider. One example was 

thoroughly white-washed on the outer surface, whereas the other had only white-washed rim.  

The complex of Princess Sheretnebty provided us with only a single example of this 

type, which was found in the upper layers of the open pillared court, in its south-west sector. 

Bread form 16-158.AS68.2012 was preserved only in its lower part, with a flat base of 16 cm in 

diameter, thus similar to those found in the so-called bread form wall. With an attested height 

of 19 cm, it can be assumed that it reached at least 30 cm. The tubular foot (e.g. the distance 
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between the base and the inner base) was 9 cm tall. There were no traces of white-washing or 

exposure to fire. 

As far as the dating is concerned, this type of bread form is still quite rare and seems to 

be limited to the Memphite necropolis of the middle to late Sixth Dynasty (cf. Rzeuska 2006: 

Pl. 146, nos. 741–743 and Pl. 147, nos. 745, 747–750). So far, this type has not been attested in 

settlements, and it is therefore possible that it was a purely funerary type. In almost all 

available examples, its rim is treated with a thick white wash or plastering, underlining its 

possible cultic function.  

 

5.5.4 FLAT BREAD TRAYS (F-4) 

Group F-4 encompasses low, platter-like bread baking forms, known from the relief scenes as 

either aprt or sTt forms. Their exact definition of shape is difficult to state due to the fact that 

no two archaeologists agree on their morphology. In the relief decoration, the aprt forms seem 

to have a low body with straight or rounded to almost convex walls (see e.g. Wreszinski 1936: 

Tf. 71; Simpson 1976: Fig. 38; Moussa – Altenmüller 1977: Tf. 23; Schürmann 1983: Abb. 15b) 

while the sTt forms exhibit taller concave walls (e.g. Wreszinski 1936: Tf. 70; Moussa – 

Altenmuller 1977: Tf. 23). Some Egyptologists sort all rough platters with a wide flat base into 

this category (Faltings 1998; Bárta 2006). However, after a detailed analysis of the pottery 

material, its fabric, surface treatment and general make, the present author separated the class 

of hand-made rough flat platters from the group of flat bread trays. Their main differences lie   

in their morphology; the bread forms having taller and more massive walls with usually a flat 

or bevelled rim, concave walls and articulated to short-ledged base. The platters are often 

lower, are made up of a slightly finer material with fewer straw and stone inclusions, have a 

more graceful form with thinner walls, are better fired and are also usually treated with a low 

quality red slip on the inner surface. In contrast to bread forms they do not display any traces 

of exposure to fire as they functioned mainly to serve or present food or as offering trays (for 

several examples of platters, see Rzeuska 2006: Pls. 58–63; from Abusir South, see Arias 

Kytnarová 2010c: Figs. 4.4.5, 4.4.7 and 4.4.14; Arias Kytnarová 2011a: Fig. 21).   
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There are only a few analyses of flat bread trays that could allow a more specific 

morphological and chronological development of the vessels. Although they are traditionally 

considered a late Old Kingdom ware, they were already present in a few numbers in the Early 

Dynastic Period and the early Old Kingdom. In the Third Dynasty, the bread trays show 

slightly concave walls and a flat or flat bevelled rim (Garstang 1904: Pl. XIII, 5; Peet – Loat 

1913: Pl. IV, 40).    

During the course of the Fourth Dynasty, their frequency slowly increases. As an 

example, they accounted for almost 17% of all the ceramics in the excavations of the Giza 

Plateau Mapping Project, with settlement structures dated to a relatively short time span of 

mid- to late Fourth Dynasty (however, this being only half of the attested percentage of the 

most common bread forms of this period, type F-1 with a rounded base). All the flat bread 

trays were divided into five variants based on their sizes and exact morphology, such as a 

ledge rim (F1A), bevelled rim (F1B) and flat rim (F1C). Their general shape can be round or 

oval and there are both very low trays (with heights about 2–5 cm) and taller trays (with 

heights up to 10 cm; see Wodzińska 2007: 298–300, Figs. 11.36–11.37). The main trait of the 

flat bread trays of this period seems to be the existence of simple straight walls.  

The flat bread trays of the Fifth Dynasty acquired the typical shape with raised walls, 

slightly articulated to short-ledged base and flat, bevelled or inwards bevelled rim (Junker 

1950: Abb. 6/B;  Kaiser 1969: 76–77, LII).  

The largest assemblage of bread trays (identified as terrines) comes from the 

excavations in the cemeteries of Balat (cf. Valloggia 1986: 135–140, Pl. LXXXVIII: nos. 130, 

132, 155 and 260; Minault-Gout – Deleuze 1992: 175–180, Pl. 50, nos. 2–5; Castel – Pantalacci 

– Cherpion 2001: 124, C25–30; Castel – Pantalacci 2005: 545, C80–83 and 551, C139–140) and 

the settlement structures of Ayn Asil (Soukiassian – Wuttmann – Pantalacci 1990: 116–117, 

Pl. 36: nos. 127–132; Soukiassian – Wuttmann – Pantalacci 2002: 506, Fig. 346), both dated to 

the terminal Sixth Dynasty. There were several variations of the bread trays, differing in the 

shape of the walls (predominantly concave with a short ledge, less frequently perpendicular, 

straight and a few with a long-ledged base), the general shape (round or oval) and the shape of 

the rim (the most common was a flat bevelled rim, there were only a few examples of simple 
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flat rim and inwards bevelled rim). The function of these flat trays is considered to be purely 

cultic, intended for libations (e.g. Castel – Pantalacci – Cherpion 2001: 211).  

At the cemeteries of Abusir South and Centre, only relatively few bread trays were 

found. They were divided into two morphological groups: F-4a (low aprt  bread trays) and F-

4b (tall sTt bread trays). Their occurrence at Abusir is limited to the late Fifth and Sixth 

Dynasty. As an example, a few specimens each were found in the tomb of Werkaure at Abusir 

Centre (AC 26; see Arias Kytnarová 2014b: Figs. 4.64 and 4.65). Low bread trays were 

represented by four examples. In most cases, it was possible to ascertain that they were oval 

rather than rounded and had flat rims bevelled inwards. They had heights of 5–7.5 cm. The 

taller sTt bread trays were even rarer and were preserved in only two examples, with maximum 

diameters of 31 and 28 cm and heights of 9 and 10.5 cm.   

In the complex of Princess Sheretnebty, there were about 20 individual pieces of F-4 

trays. The low aprt bread trays were uncovered e.g. in the area of the court and corridor, in the 

fill of Shaft 13, in the chapel of tomb AS 68b and in the chapel of tomb AS 68c and its Shaft 1, 

as well as Shaft 1 in AS 68d. Almost all the examples were rather large, with maximum 

diameters of 28–40 cm, and it was possible to ascertain that they were oval in shape. All were 

made of rough Nile silt clays such as Nile silt B2 or C and were left untreated on their outer 

surface. They reached heights of 4.4–7 cm and all had short-ledged bases (see Fig. 5.18). The 

taller sTt bread trays from complex AS 68 were attested in even fewer examples and only two 

of them were preserved in full profile. They exhibited large dimensions, with maximum 

diameters reaching around 40 cm and heights of 9–13 cm. The shapes included long-ledged 

and short-ledged bases and either simple concave or irregularly concave walls that were the 

result of hand-made production. In the cases when the rims were preserved, they were most 

commonly bevelled inwards (type R6) or outwards (R3), with one indented bevelled rim (R7; 

see Fig. 5.16).  
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 5.6 PLATTERS (CLASS P) 

The class of platters is quite common at the cemeteries of Abusir South, although in a large 

majority of cases, they are preserved in only small fractions of the full diameter. In the 

complex of Princess Sheretnebty, we uncovered 1,147 fragments of platters, out of which 750 

pieces were diagnostic. They added up to a minimum of 355 individual vessels, making thus 

8.52% of the whole assemblage (see Table 1.1). In some contexts, most notably the shaft 

deposits, the full or almost full diameters of the vessels were able to be reconstructed from 

their fragments (see e.g. Figs. 3.110, 3.249–3.250, 3.252–3.253).      

 

 

 Table 5.5 Amounts of platters and their fragments from the complex of Sheretnebty 

 

The largest number came from the area of the open court, often from contexts 

associated with high counts of stands as well, and interpreted as refuse from cultic activities. 

Among the tombs, AS 68c brought us the most platters, followed by tombs AS 68d and AS 68a 

(Table 5.5). Regarding individual contexts, after the court, the shaft deposits contained the 

most platters, especially Shaft 1 in AS 68a (especially when adding the platters from the 

secondary debris in its burial chamber that actually originated from the shaft, see also Chapter 

3.3.2), Shaft 1 in AS 68c and Shaft 1 in AS 68d – not by incident, the most important male 

burials in the whole cemetery.      

 

Context Class
Complete vessels/ 
complete profiles

Rims Bases
Other 

diagnostic 
fragments

Non-diagnostic 
fragments

No. of all 
fragments

No. of 
diagnostic 
fragments

Min. no. of 
vessels

%

Court and staircase P 211 4 3 4 75 297 221 124 34,9%
Corridor P 59 2 6 - 32 99 67 21 5,9%

Tomb AS 68a P 95 1 - 1 91 188 97 54 15,2%
Tomb AS 68b P 9 - - - 2 11 9 8 2,3%
Tomb AS 68c P 148 5 - 2 38 193 155 85 23,9%
Tomb AS 68d P 173 3 21 4 158 359 201 63 17,7%

Total  695 15 30 11 396 1147 750 355 100,0%
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Chart 5.10 Frequencies of platters in the complex of Sheretnebty 

 

From the point of morphology, platters are open vessels and, therefore, are quite often 

placed as a type under the class of bowls. In other cases, this class is omitted altogether and all 

platters are sorted among flat aprt trays. In reality, many platters do not bear any traces of fire, 

are manufactured of much finer fabrics (e.g. Nile silt B1 and B2) than would be expected in 

bread trays (most commonly made of Nile silt C), and also have much finer walls.  

Consequently, the present author decided to differentiate between platters and bread trays on 

the basis of their shape, fabric and especially surface treatment consisting in red-slipped inner 

surfaces, as it is a feature very commonly found with simple offering platters. Bread trays had 

no reason to be slipped inside, nor is such slipping on the inner surface attested with other 

securely identified bread form groups, such as bDA bread moulds F-1 and F-2 (see also supra). 

In general, bread trays should be taller and made of a rougher substance (see Fig. 5.18, F-4). 

Their surfaces (being a common cooking ware) are usually left coarse and often bear traces of 

fire. Thus, the only real bread trays seem to be the deep, thick-walled dishes with flat bases, 

usually concave walls, flat or bevelled rims (analogical to the large bread forms) and 

sometimes also grooved inner surfaces.22 On the other hand, platters are identified as very 

                                                            
22 For the typology of F-4 bread trays and their discussion, see Chapter 5.5.4.  
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wide and low unrestricted vessels with a flat base, very often covered with red slip on the inner 

surface (i.e. on the upper side), which bear no traces of cooking. Given their usual proximity 

to stands of all shapes and sizes, but predominantly tall hour-glass shaped stands S-1, it is safe 

to assume that many platters served as a sort of table in combination with these stands.  

Considering the often very fragmentary state of platters and the large number of their 

often small fragments that require time-consuming reconstruction, they are very often 

documented only very rudimentarily. Most publications list only several shapes in their list of 

ceramic finds, providing only minimum comparative material for morphological and 

chronological studies. So far, the most detailed typology of platters has been offered by 

Rzeuska for the pottery from the cemetery of Saqqara West (Rzeuska 2006: 398–399), which 

became the basis for the Abusir classification. As a result, platters are defined as vessels with a 

Vessel Index of more than 700, typically hand-built and having a flat, pounded bottom and 

coiled walls. The majority are made of coarse Nile clay B2 or C, although B1 might occur as 

well. Some types are often red-slipped or white washed.  

 In the Abusir classification, the class of platters was further divided into several 

morphological groups, depending on the shape of walls, rim and base, as well as general 

quality (see Arias Kytnarová 2014b: 210–227). Not all groups were represented in the complex 

of Sheretnebty.  

 By far the most common was the group with concave walls and a distinctive inner 

groove under the rim (P-3). Almost half of all the platters belonged to diverse forms of this 

group, some having simple concave walls and some a slightly accentuated base, with other 

differences lying in the exact shape of the groove. As a rule, P-3 platters were almost always 

covered with a layer of red slip on the inner surface and sometimes also the upper part of the 

outer rim, despite being made of rough fabrics such as Nile silt B2 or C with visible organic 

inclusions. The groove was made with a simple tool, such as a stick, and runs along the inner 

side of the rim. Their bases are pounded, often left highly irregular and their outer walls are 

only roughly smoothed or untreated. In some cases, finger imprints were visible on the lower 

part of the walls. Due to the fact that several P-3 platters were able to be reconstructed to 

either full diameter or at least a large portion of it, it is possible to state with certainty that they 
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had a round shape rather than an oval one. Analogical platters have been uncovered e.g. in the 

mastaba of Hedjetnebu at Abusir Center (Verner – Callender 2002: Fig. K18 and Plate XIII, 

Kf8), as well as in other Fifth Dynasty tombs of Abusir South, such as the anonymous tomb 

AS 47 (Arias Kytnarová 2011a: Fig. 21, 44.ASW.07 and 50.ASW.07) and the tomb of 

Kaiemtjenenet (Arias Kytnarová 2011b: Fig. 6.1, 8-1.AS38.2010). Numerous examples came 

from the tomb of Prince Werkaure at Abusir Centre (Arias Kytnarová 2014b: Fig. 4.80–4.81). 

Other parallels include finds from the mastabas of Giza (Reisner – Smith 1955: Fig. 132, 38-6-

10).  

Platters with concave walls and flaring rims (P-4) were represented by only five pieces, 

almost all coming from tomb AS 68c, either from the fill of the chapel or Shaft 1 attributed to 

the husband of Princess Sheretnebty. They fall into three main types, namely rougher ones 

with slightly flaring rims (P-4a), fine thin-walled platters with flaring rims (P-4b) and finally 

very fine flaring platters with short-ledged bases (P-4c). Examples of this group are either 

nicely wet-smoothed (especially P-4a) or, more commonly, red-slipped on their inner walls 

and sometimes even on the whole outer surface (e.g. 57-45.AS68c.2013). They generally 

belong among the finer platters from the point of their material (Nile silt B1 and B2), thinner 

well-coiled walls and the above-mentioned surface treatment with a slip. Similar examples 

from the Fifth Dynasty have been found during excavations at Abusir South and Centre 

(Bárta 2006: LIII, ACc1; Arias Kytnarová 2010c: Fig. 4.4.14, 12.AS52.09). So far, most 

examples were uncovered in the tomb of Prince Werkaure (AC 26; Arias Kytnarová 2014b: 

Figs. 4.82–4.83).   

The group of platters with a ledged rim (P-7) was very rare in the complex of 

Sheretnebty, with only two attested pieces, one from Shaft 1 in tomb AS 68c (57-

54.AS68c.2013) and one from the burial chamber in Shaft 4 of AS 68d (86-2.AS68d.2014). 

Both were preserved only as rim and upper body fragments, with a long-ledged flat rim and 

open body that was red-slipped on both sides. They were both medium-sized, with maximum 

diameters of 25 and 28 cm. Other examples preserved in full profile from Abusir show a 

medium-tall platter with open walls, maximum diameter of around 30–35 cm and a height of 

5–6 cm. Their short-ledged rims can have different angles, but are most commonly bevelled 
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outwards or flat. It is evident that deep platters of this kind had higher capacities than other 

types and were meant to store or serve a larger amount of food or possibly liquid food – in 

that case, the red slip surface treatment commonly preserved on the inner side might have 

served as a means of water-proofing. The largest number of P-7 platters was uncovered in the 

tomb of Prince Werkaure at Abusir Centre (Arias Kytnarová 2014b: Figs. 4.84–4.86).  

 One of the most common groups in the complex of Sheretnebty was that of very low 

platters (P-9), preserved in almost 20 examples. These can be divided into two main types, 

namely one with simple straight walls (P-9a) and one with a short-ledged base (P-9b). Both 

types are very low, with heights between 2.2–3.2 cm and maximum diameters of around 27–

32 cm. Almost all fragments were equipped with a wide inner groove. As far as their spatial 

distribution is concerned, most pieces came from the open pillared court, the chapel of tomb 

AS 68c and Shaft 1 in the same tomb.   

There were only three examples of platters with knob feet (group P-12), none 

preserved in full profile.  The shape is usually that of a deeper platter with open walls, a short-

ledged flat or bevelled rim and a flat base with knob feet. Available analogies as well as 

complete P-12 platters from the recent excavations at Abusir Centre show us that these feet 

were usually in threes, positioned in a triangle on the base. Each of the preserved knob feet 

from complex AS 68 was different, including a rounded conical (71-1.AS68.2013), truncated 

conical (51-25.AS68a.2013) and a wide truncated foot (21-33.AS68b.2012). P-12 platters are 

usually red-slipped, most commonly only on the inner surface and the rim, although some 

examples from the tomb of Queen Khentkaus III also exhibited red-slipping on the outer 

walls. It was not possible to estimate dimensions for these particular examples, but the ones 

from other Abusir tombs usually reach a maximum diameter up to 35 cm and height of 8–10 

cm. Attested parallels include most notably the yet unpublished ceramic material from some 

late Fifth Dynasty tombs of Abusir, such as the mastaba of Nefershepes (AS 67) and the 

mastaba of Queen Khentkaus III (AC 30). Much more fragmented examples were also 

uncovered in the tomb of Prince Werkaure (AC 26, Arias Kytnarová 2014b: Fig. 4.87) and the 

tomb of Ptahshepses (Charvát 1981: Pl. 4, H250 and I400). Several examples were also attested 

from the mortuary temple of King Menkaure at Giza (Reisner 1931: Fig. 78, no. 8), the 
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mortuary temple of King Raneferef (Bárta 2006: XLII) and the sun temple of Weserkaf at Abu 

Ghurab (Kaiser1969: 71–72, XLII). It is noteworthy that besides a full-sized platter with knob 

feet from the chapel of Shepespuptah (AS 68b), his burial chamber contained an elaborate, 

high-quality miniaturized version of this type (see Fig. 3.131).  

The chronological span of platters is very difficult to state, as they were usually of 

secondary significance to the archaeologists and only a handful of them are published in 

detail, thus no development in their morphology can be stated with certainty. It is hoped that 

future publications will provide us with more comparative material to establish some 

chronological sequence of types.  

 

 5.7 MINIATURE VESSELS (CLASS M) 

Miniature vessels were the second-most common ceramic class from the complex of 

Sheretnebty. We uncovered altogether 713 individual pieces that made up 17.11% of the 

whole assemblage (see Table 1.1). Almost half of them came from tomb AS 68c, with another 

third from the area of the open pillared court (Table 5.6). The fewest miniatures were 

uncovered in tombs AS 68b and AS 68d and the corridor of AS 68.   

 

 
Table 5.6 Amounts of miniature vessels from the complex of Princess Sheretnebty  

 

 A large majority of the miniatures constituted miniature bowls (474 examples, making 

almost 67%), followed by cups (206 pieces, 29%). All the other groups were represented by less 

than 3% each, such as miniaturized jars with only 23 examples, stands with 8 pieces and one 

example each of a miniaturized platter and a vase (see Chart 5.11). Such a typological division 

is not surprising and was attested in numerous other tombs, such as lately in the tomb of 

Context Class
Complete vessels/ 
complete profiles

Rims Bases
Other 

diagnostic 
fragments

Non-diagnostic 
fragments

No. of all 
fragments

No. of 
diagnostic 
fragments

Min. no. of 
vessels

%

Court and staircase M 153 23 23 1 - 200 200 198 27,8%
Corridor M 30 2 3 - - 35 35 35 4,9%

Tomb AS 68a M 62 3 6 2 - 74 74 73 10,2%
Tomb AS 68b M 26 10 4 1 - 41 41 34 4,8%
Tomb AS 68c M 225 48 61 11 8 353 348 328 46,0%
Tomb AS 68d M 39 3 2 1 - 45 45 45 6,3%

Total  535 89 99 16 8 748 743 713 100,0%
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Prince Werkaure (AC 26) and the official Kakaibaef (AC 29) at Abusir Centre (see also Arias 

Kytnarová 2014b: 228). The most surprising is the large presence of several less usual forms, 

such as the miniaturized beer jars (MJ-1) and squat jars (MJ-3) and the very finely-made 

miniature platter (MP).  

 

 
Chart 5.11 Frequencies of different groups of miniature vessels  

 

As far as the spatial distribution is concerned, miniature vessels were uncovered in 

almost all contexts, most notably in the fills of burial shafts and the debris of the chapels. 

Their largest numbers came from the area of the open court (see Chart 5.12), especially its 

south-east part, from layers also containing a considerable amount of stands and platters, 

which can be very likely interpreted as refuse from cultic activity. Due to the horizontal 

stratification of these particular layers, these were not daily offerings connected to structure 

AS 68, given the height of about 1 m above the floor of the court. Rather, it should be seen as 

secondary refuse from some neighbouring, higher positioned tombs whose chapels were on an 

access route, e.g. the tomb of Ptahhotep, later structures of AS 66 or even the anonymous 

tomb AS 31. A similar function can be attributed to the large amount of miniature vessels 

uncovered in the debris of tomb AS 68c.  
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Miniatures were also unearthed in a number of burial shafts, most prominently Shaft 7 

in the court, both shafts in tomb AS 68a and Shafts 1, 2 and 4 in AS 68c. In some cases, 

miniature vessels were also uncovered in the secondary debris in the burial chambers that 

undoubtedly originated from the shafts (e.g. the burial chamber of Duaptah in Shaft 1 of AS 

68a). Some of these contexts are peculiar in consisting of a large percentage of rougher, hand-

made miniatures rather than the traditional wheel-made examples (see also infra).   

Small-sized vessels as an intentional part of the burial goods were uncovered only in 

two contexts. In the floor layer of the burial chamber of Shepespuptah (AS 68b), we found the 

already mentioned exquisitely-made miniature platter that very likely belonged to his tomb 

equipment, given its fine quality and place of deposition (see Fig. 3.131). Such finely-made 

miniatures that are perfect copies of large-sized vessels were a common part of burial goods in 

the middle part of the Old Kingdom, especially during the mid-Fourth and early Fifth 

Dynasty (see also infra).  

The second case was the intact burial chamber of a young boy in Shaft 3 of AS 68d, 

dating to the late Fifth Dynasty, that contained 11 roughly-made miniaturized squat jars, 

some even with remains of ashes and seeds (Fig. 3.285, see also Chapter 3.6.4). Similar 

miniaturized jars continue in such a use until the end of the Old Kingdom, as can be attested 

in the burial chamber of the anonymous tomb AS 41 at Abusir South (yet unpublished) or, in 

larger numbers, in various burials of Qubbit el-Hawa  (see e.g. Edel – Seyfried – Vieler 2008: 

Figs. 8–9, 13–14, Abb. 4–33, 100, etc.) 
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Chart 5.12 Spatial distribution of different miniature vessel groups   

 

In general terms, the class of miniature vessels is one of the most common and 

encompasses all kinds of small-sized vessels. Exact identification and definition are very 

diverse, and can be found as “Modelgefässe”, “Scheingefässe” and their English counterparts, 

such as e.g. “dummy vessels”. They are abundant in Old Kingdom tombs and cemeteries, 

especially in the cultic spaces but, exceptionally, also in shafts and burial compartments. 

However, it is important to stress the fact that diverse small vessels did not necessarily share 

the same functions and designations. Susan Allen (2006) defined two main types of small-

sized vessels, namely models (seen as votive vessels without any functional ability) and 

miniatures (that can be compared to full-sized vessels). However, as the present author 

already suggested in her Master thesis (Kytnarová 2009: 104) and later publications (e.g. Arias 

Kytnarová 2014b: 227–250), she would like to refine these categories and differentiate between 

three main terms (for a more extensive argumentation, see e.g. Arias Kytnarová – Jirásková – 

Odler forthcoming). Model vessels are understood as those that were never meant as real 

containers and reflected large-size vessels only outwardly and often in a stylized manner. They 
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are most commonly represented by stone examples that have only shallow inner volumes. 

Contrary to these, the miniature vessels were produced as real containers of symbolic amounts 

of offerings. They were also highly stylized and were not copies of large-sized vessels. They 

occur in great numbers in funerary contexts, both in the afterlife equipment in the burial 

chamber and in the votive offerings of the funerary cult and are mainly found as ceramics, 

although other materials do occur as well. Finally, the so-called miniaturized vessels are 

intentional and often exact copies of large-size vessels, and also functional pieces meant to 

hold small amounts of offerings. These were most usually made of stone and copper, although 

a small percentage of ceramic miniaturized vessels is also attested. As a result, only miniature 

and miniaturized vessels shall be discussed in the following chapter.  

The origins of a systematic production of ceramic miniature vessels are usually dated 

to the beginning of the Fourth Dynasty (cf. Faltings 1989: Abb. 7; Alexanian 1999; Bárta 

1995b), although some examples of very small vessels appeared even in the Predynastic Period 

(Swain 1995; see also Arias Kytnarová – Jirásková – Odler forthcoming). During the Fourth 

and Fifth Dynasty, they tend to be slightly larger and well made, sometimes even covered with 

red slip (Reisner – Smith 1955: Figs. 87, 88, 90 and 99). In the case of the highest elite, often 

including direct relatives of kings, they are sometimes also complemented by miniaturized 

vessels, namely smaller copies of actual large-size vessels, in particular flaring bowls, spouted 

bowls, bag-shaped jars, collar beer jars, neckless jars and other types (most notably the burial 

of Queen Hetepheres, Reisner – Smith 1955). During the later Fifth Dynasty, the number of 

small, more carelessly produced ceramic miniature vessels was greatly increased, but rather 

than being part of the goods positioned in the burial chamber, they become the most common 

votive offering. From this period, we find hundreds up to thousands of them in the vicinity of 

the tombs’  offering places, such as chapels or cult niches (e.g. Junker 1950: 19–20; Arias 

Kytnarová 2014b: 228, Table 4.13 and Chart 4.3). This practice continued well until the end of 

the Sixth Dynasty, although in decreased numbers. During the terminal Old Kingdom, while 

it is very uncommon to find even a few miniature vessels in the burial chambers (such as e.g. 

Bárta 2009: Fig. 6.3.162), they are still attested in high numbers in the superstructure areas of 

the tombs. It is clear that by that time the high officials had the necessary means to provide for 
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much finer and costly miniature vessels, particularly made of copper (e.g. Radwan 1983: Taf. 

29-31; Arias Kytnarová – Jirásková – Odler forthcoming). The only small-sized ceramic vessels 

that do appear in greater numbers are rough, hand-made miniaturized versions of beer jars, 

squat jars and other storage vessels (see e.g.  Edel – Seyfried – Vieler 2008: Figs. 8–9, 13–14, 

Abb. 4–33, 100, etc.) 

 

  5.7.1 MINIATURE BOWLS (MB) 

Among the miniature vessels, the bowls are amongst the most common ceramic group. As a 

rule, hundreds of them can be found around the tombs of the Old Kingdom. In some cases, 

such as during the excavation of the official Kakaibaef in Abusir Centre (AC 29), several 

thousand pieces were collected in the area east of the chapel, resulting very likely from long-

term cultic activity in this tomb (yet unpublished). In comparison, the complex of Princess 

Sheretnebty brought to light much lesser amounts and the difference is also striking in other 

details – in the tomb of Kakaibaef, part of the assemblage consists of relatively large, very well-

made and red-slipped miniature bowls and cups. In the complex of Sheretnebty, a large 

percentage of all the miniature vessels was surprisingly not wheel-made but hand-made, also 

built from a slightly rougher material. The exact reason behind the hand-made production of 

miniature vessels is unclear. Many of them come from the fills of burial shafts that otherwise 

encompasses typical late Fifth Dynasty ceramics. Thus, it is unlikely that they were some 

degenerated Sixth Dynasty replacements of proper wheel-made miniatures, although this 

theory cannot be immediately refused (see also infra). 

 At Abusir South, nine different types of miniature bowls were identified by the present 

author so far (see Fig. 5.19), namely: 

 MB-1: wheel-made miniature bowls with convex to open walls, 

 MB-2: wheel-made miniature bowls with concave walls, 

 MB-3: wheel-made miniature bowls with an accentuated foot, 

 MB-4: large wheel-made miniature bowls, often covered with red slip, 

 MB-5: very small degenerate wheel-made miniature bowls,    

 MB-6: hand-made miniature bowls with a rounded base, 
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 MB-7: hand-made miniature bowls with a flat base,  

 MB-8: wheel-made “beaker” miniature bowls, 

 MB-9: hand-made wide and low miniature bowls.    

 

 Each of these types was differentiated on the basis of shape, material, surface treatment 

and manufacturing technique. The three hand-made types (MB-6, MB-7 and MB-9) are 

present in high numbers and despite the lack of such examples being present in the published 

material of the Old Kingdom, it is very likely that they were rather ignored or avoided in 

documentation rather than completely absent. This may be for several reasons – miniature 

bowls, even those wheel-made, are often found in thousands in heavily disturbed contexts, 

such as areas of the chapels or refuse areas around the tombs. They are commonly 

documented only in a fraction of their real numbers, being considered insignificant both from 

the point of chronological relevance and as aesthetically pleasing vessels. The hand-made 

miniature bowls, even if present, could have been seen as some degenerate or misfired, badly 

manufactured products and ignored as such. However, due to their high presence in complex 

AS 68, the present author decided to explore their relevance and possible social or cultic 

meaning in relation to their wheel-made relatives.  

 Among the wheel-made miniature bowls, ones with simple straight to convex walls 

(MB-1) and with concave walls (MB-2) were most frequent. The first type was attested in 

higher numbers e.g. in the chapels of AS 68b and AS 68c, as well as Shaft 7 in the courtyard 

and Shaft 4 in tomb AS 68c. In all the other contexts, only a few pieces were found. MB-2 was 

found in higher numbers in the debris of the open courtyard and the corridor, the chapel of 

AS 68d, the chapel of AS 68c and its Shaft 4 and both shafts of AS 68a.  

All the other types are much less represented. As an example, the larger, finely-made 

miniature bowls that are commonly treated with a red slip (MB-4) were attested in only six 

individual examples, found one each in the open courtyard and in its Shaft 12, the corridor, 

the fill of the chapel in AS 68b, the burial chamber of Duaptah (AS 68a) and Shaft 1 of AS 68c. 

Only three pieces were preserved in full profile, but even the fragmentary examples show us 

much larger dimensions when compared to other types, such as maximum diameters of 5.9–
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7.3 cm and heights of 3.5–5.6 cm. Previous exploration at Abusir brought us a number of such 

larger, red-slipped bowls from the burial chamber of Kaaper (AS 1, see Bárta 2001: Pl. 

LXXIIIb and LXXIVa) and from the cultic refuse east of the entrance to the tomb of Kakaibaef 

(see Fig. 4.64). In comparison, the examples from the complex of Sheretnebty are much 

smaller (bowls from the tomb of Kaaper could reach a maximum diameter of 10.5–13 cm) and 

are much more heterogeneous in their sizes and shapes (see also Fig. 5.19).  

In contrast, miniature bowls of type MB-5 are the metrically smallest attested type 

(Fig. 5.19). The bowls can have tubular or slightly open walls but are extremely small, often 

called a “degenerate type”. They often reach a height of only 1–1.5 cm and a maximum 

diameter of around 2–3 cm. The smallest example so far had a maximum diameter of 2.3 cm 

and height of 0.9 cm. The largest amount of them came from the fill of chapel in AS 68c and 

from the shaft of Nefer (Shaft 1 in AS 68d).  

Hand-made miniature bowls with a rounded base (MB-6, see Fig. 5.19 and 3.149) are 

very unusual, as their shape resembles that of miniature bowls made of limestone or travertine 

(see e.g. Jirásková 2014: Figs. 8.1–8.3, bowls with round bases). Their largest occurrence was in 

tomb AS 68a, where they were attested in several pieces in both shafts, as well as the secondary 

debris in the burial chamber of Duaptah (see Fig. 3.106, row 5 and 6). In all the contexts, they 

were accompanied by regular, wheel-made miniature bowls; therefore, it is unlikely that they 

were part of the assemblage as unprofessional, hand-made substitutions for wheel-made 

miniatures. It is more likely that they were supposed to imitate their more precious 

counterparts made in stone. 

The other hand-made miniature bowls, those with a flat or flat indented base (MB-7) 

are also very rare (Figs. 5.18 and 5.150). Their largest occurrence (at least 17 examples) was 

uncovered in the fill of Shaft 3 in the open courtyard. They were also present in larger 

numbers in the above-mentioned contexts from tomb AS 68a (both shafts and the burial 

chamber of Duaptah), together with the MB-6 bowls. Another concentration was discovered 

in Shaft 4 of tomb AS 68c and its burial chamber. The morphological origin of these bowls can 

also be seen as an attempt to imitate vessels made in stone materials, as similar limestone 
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bowls were uncovered e.g. in the burial chamber of Nefermin (Jirásková 2014: Fig. 8.2, no. 40 

and Fig. 8.5, nos. 68, 71). 

 

 5.7.2 MINIATURE CUPS (MC) 

So-called miniature cups are usually the second-most common group of miniature vessels, 

and in complex AS 68, they made up almost a third of all miniatures (see Table 5.20).  On the 

other hand, the variability of miniature cups is much greater – in a single context, while there 

are usually more miniature bowls, they fall only into two or three types. The cups, while there 

are fewer of them, usually represent a much wider typological variety (more types, forms and 

variations). This great variability, but at the same time occurrence of the same types in 

different tombs, was not simply a result of incidental making. 

The types include: 

 MC-1: miniature cups with a simple rim that could be either an open, half-closed rim 

or contracted rim,   

 MC-2: miniature cups with carinated or recurved rim – all possible forms, namely 

with the greatest diameter positioned either at rim or shoulder or with equal rim and 

shoulder diameter; the shoulder can be either smooth or rounded, 

 MC-3: with modelled rim – the most variable, many different forms; rim can be 

thickened, ledged, rolled, angular etc., 

 MC-4: type with a groove on the outer body, 

 MC-5: type with a plastic ledge on the outer body. 

 

One of the obvious problems with these vessels is that there are no large-size 

equivalents to their shapes (with very few and rare exceptions).23 Thus, one of the important 

questions considering the miniature cups is, where did their shapes and their great 

heterogeneity come from? The general shape of a miniature cup, with a differently modelled 

                                                            
23 One such exception is the existence of beer jar type J-1i, which often resembles a large miniature cup due to its 
splayed foot. However, it is important to realize that this type of beer jar is attested later than the standard 
miniature cups, therefore it is possible that it actually represents a large-sized imitation of miniature cups.   
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upper body but always with a tall, splayed foot, has attracted little attention as it does not seem 

to have a direct model in full-size vessels. Therefore, their functional identification has been 

unclear as well – what did they represent and what were they envisioned for?  

The present author would like to propose a different approach to the question of the 

morphological origins of the miniature cups, namely to interpret them not as copies of 

individual full-size vessels but as miniaturized versions of a combination of ritual vessels used 

in the funerary cult.  The basic notion that “some miniature vessels seem to represent bowls on 

stands” is not entirely new and was expressed in passing e.g. by Reisner (Reisner – Smith 1955: 

77). However, the present author realized that rather than “some miniature cups”, this rule 

applies to all of them, as it would explain not only their function, but also their great 

morphological variability. During the offerings, food was very likely placed in bowls situated 

on tall stands in front of the false doors or cult niches. In some cases, such examples are even 

provided by archaeological finds in situ, e.g. a stand and bowl from the chapel in the tomb of 

Merefnebef (Rzeuska 2006: CD, photo 52) and stands from the tomb of Gegi in Abusir South 

(Fig. 4.56; also Bárta 2001: 126–128), also recently a tall stand in front of the false door in the 

tomb of Sebikai (Fig. 4.57; for a detailed analysis, see Chapter 4.4.1).  

In this scenario, “miniature cups” should be seen as a means of a functionalist 

simplification and the ever-present ancient Egyptian practicality, as they replaced real 

offerings consisting of actual food and full-size vessels. In such a cult, the variety in the shapes 

of the cups reflects the variety in the bowls, such as carinated bowls, bowls with bent-sided 

walls, with a contracted rim, or even beakers (Figs. 5.21–5.22). As such, the variability of the 

carinated bowls (i.e. having angular versus rounded shoulders and the precise shape of the 

rim, whether flaring or straight) would affect the final shape of the miniature cup (Fig. 5.23). 

In some cases, the resulting shape lets us assume that such a combination was envisioned also 

for jars, and that some of the cups actually represent diverse beer jars or ovoid jars on low 

stands.24 Thus, miniature cups can be seen as a further simplification and economic approach 

to the funerary cult.  

                                                            
24 A detailed paper with a proposal of diverse combinations of morphological origins of particular forms of 
miniature cups is in preparation by the present author. 
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  5.7.3 MINIATURE VASES (MV) 

Miniature vases are one of the least common miniature groups produced in pottery, at least at 

the site of Abusir. They usually have a slim, almost tubular body with a flattened modelled rim 

and a flat splayed base (see Fig. 5.24). As a rule, they are predominant in the earlier parts of 

the Old Kingdom, with wider occurrence at Giza, and are undoubtedly designed to copy their 

stone counterparts (see infra). In pottery, they are present only until the last third of the Fifth 

Dynasty in few numbers. One of larger assemblages attested at Abusir South comes from the 

anonymous tomb AS 47; there, altogether seven intact examples were found in the debris of 

the burial chamber of Shaft 1 (Fig. 5.24; also Arias Kytnarová 2011a: Fig. 29), dated to the 

second half of the Fifth Dynasty. They were all wheel-made and covered with a thin red slip 

on the outer walls and the upper rim. They can be divided into two forms, depending on the 

formation of the rim (Fig. 5.25, two on left). 

 An exceptionally beautiful example was uncovered in the fill of Shaft 1 in tomb AS 81 

at Abusir South (6-1.AS81.2015, Fig. 5.26). It was relatively tall, egg-shell thin and covered 

with a highly polished thick slip of light orange colour. Unlike the previous examples, it was 

made of Marl clay A1. In its general quality and morphology, it resembles large miniatures of 

the Fourth and early Fifth Dynasty and very likely originated from the early Fifth Dynasty 

tomb of Kaaper. 25 

 This ceramic type is more or less an exact copy of the so-called ointment vessels made 

in various stone, as well as their stone miniatures in the course of the First to Fourth Dynasty. 

As such, they are prevalent in the earlier part of the Old Kingdom (e.g. Petrie – Mackay – 

Wainwright 1910: Pl. XIX, esp. 1, 6 and 8).  Until the end of the Old Kingdom, they are found 

representing several or all vessels on the tablets of seven sacred oils (e.g. Bárta 2009: Fig. 

6.3.161). In the Memphite necropolis, one can name typologically very similar examples in 

stone both in full size and in miniature form, which come from the tomb of Hetepheres and 

                                                            
25 Due to the fact that Shaft 1 of tomb AS 81 is situated directly under the slope of the main shaft of Kaaper (AS 
1), and the manufacture, quality and general make of this example is identical to the assemblage of miniature 
vessels from the burial chamber of this official, it is most likely that it also belonged to his burial equipment 
before it was taken out during the clearing of the shaft by the robbers, and in the course of subsequent post-
depositional processes it slid into the open shaft of AS 81. 
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other tombs (Reisner – Smith 1955: Fig. 135–137, no. 1196; see also Hassan 1948: 28, no. 3). 

Miniature ointment jars made in stone were also uncovered in the burial chambers of the late 

Fifth Dynasty tombs of priest Neferinpu at Abusir South (Jirásková 2014: Fig. 8.6, upper row) 

and Princess Khekeretnebty at Abusir Centre (Verner – Callender 2002: 36, Fig. B26).  Among 

ceramics, they are much rarer and the examples are limited to Fourth and Fifth Dynasty 

contexts, especially from Giza (Junker 1929: Fig. 15, no. 3; Reisner – Smith 1955: Fig. 102).   

 

 
Table 5.7 Size comparison of miniature vases of type MV-1 from the excavations at Abusir South.  

  

There was only one example of a miniature vase from the whole complex of Princess 

Sheretnebty. It was found fully intact in the fill of the rock-cut chapel of Shepespuptah in 

tomb AS 68b (55-1.AS68b.2013). It was made of Nile silt B1 and additionally covered with a 

thin red slip on the outside (see Fig. 3.132). Compared with the examples from the above-

mentioned anonymous tomb AS 47, this vessel is slightly smaller and more finely made (see 

Table 5.7). It is possible that originally it belonged to the burial goods in the burial chamber of 

Ceramic no. Site MD BD H Surface 
treatment

Dating

6a-1.AS81.2015 Abusir South 5.5 5 8
red-slipped + 

polished 
outside

early Fifth 
Dynasty

2-10.AS47.2007 Abusir South 4.5 4 7.2
red-slipped 

outside
second half of 
Fifth Dynasty

2-11.AS47.2007 Abusir South 4.2 4 7
red-slipped 

outside
second half of 
Fifth Dynasty

2-12.AS47.2007 Abusir South 4.4 4 6.9
red-slipped 

outside
second half of 
Fifth Dynasty

2-13.AS47.2007 Abusir South 4.5 4 6.9
red-slipped 

outside
second half of 
Fifth Dynasty

2-14.AS47.2007 Abusir South 5.5 4.5 6.7
red-slipped 

outside
second half of 
Fifth Dynasty

2-15.AS47.2007 Abusir South 5 5 7.2
red-slipped 

outside
second half of 
Fifth Dynasty

2-16.AS47.2007 Abusir South 5 4.9 7.6
red-slipped 

outside
second half of 
Fifth Dynasty

55-1.AS68b.2013 Abusir South 3.6 3.2 6.2
red-slipped 

outside
late Fifth 
Dynasty
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Shepespuptah himself, due to the fact that this type is usually almost exclusive to burial 

compartments.  

 

  

Chart 5.13 A morphometric analysis of the available examples of miniature vases from Abusir South  

 

When comparing the available pieces from Abusir South (Chart 5.13), as well as those 

from Giza, a common trend towards decreasing size and quality during the course of the Old 

Kingdom can be observed. Such a development has already been theoretically observed in 

other miniature vessels, with large, red-slipped examples being attested most commonly 

during the Fourth Dynasty, with a tendency towards smaller, untreated vessels from the Fifth 

Dynasty onwards. Looking at precise dimensions and surface treatment might help us refine 

the chronological sequence of some types.  

 

  5.7.4 HAND-MADE MINIATURIZED JARS (MJ) 

As was previously mentioned, the present author takes care to distinguish between  “standard” 

wheel-made miniatures, such as miniature bowls and cups, and miniaturized vessels, which 

are usually of much larger sizes and can be hand-made (see Fig. 5.27). The main differences lie 

not only in their metric comparisons, but also in their morphological origins. As a rule, the 

standard miniatures do not have any exact archetypes in the large-sized vessels; miniature 
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bowls could be inspired by flat-bottomed platters, but no exact forms in full size exist. The so-

called miniature cups have an even more complicated origin and the author would like to 

propose that they represent a kind of “ritual simplification” by combining two vessels in one 

shape, namely either a bowl and a stand or a jar and a stand (for more details, see Chapter 

5.7.2). Miniaturized vessels are, on the other hand, very often exact copies of large-sized 

vessels. So far, several main types have been discerned, consisting mainly of miniaturized beer 

jars, squat jars, barrel jars and other forms. 

During the work with the ceramic assemblages in both Abusir South and Centre 

cemeteries, we uncovered several very small, roughly made jars that resembled beer jars both 

in their shape and their low quality of make. They were subsequently classified as so-called 

miniaturized beer jars (MJ-1). When studying the publications of the Old Kingdom, it became 

clear that the numbers of published miniaturized beer jars are very low, which might be due to 

the fact that they are either very rare or were often not collected, being aesthetically 

unappealing or considered of very low or negligible chronological value. Their basic 

characteristics are indeed those attributed to rough pottery – they are commonly made of 

coarse fabrics, such as Nile silt B2 or Marl C, hand-made and only roughly finished. Although 

they are sometimes designated as miniature beer jars, the term “model beer jars” also occurs.26 

All these jars, despite their rather small size, have a fully functional inner space and could have 

held a certain amount of substance. As they often represent exact miniaturized copies of full-

sized vessels, they were designated as miniaturized beer jars.  

 There are examples predating the Old Kingdom – among those published, there are 

several miniaturized beer jars that were uncovered in the site of Helwan. One was found 

during Operation 2, in the burial chamber of Tomb 3, dating most likely to the Early Dynastic 

Period. The small jar had a conical body with a low straight neck and pointed base, with a 

diameter of 6.2cm (Köhler et al. 2005: Pl. 33, no. 8). At least nine other pieces of roughly 

conical to ovoid miniaturized beer jars were found in Operation 4/1 as part of a possible 

                                                            
26 This term was not adopted by the present author due to the fact that a “model” traditionally signifies a purely 
symbolic vessel, usually with only a symbolic inner volume or completely lacking such (see supra; also Arias 
Kytnarová – Jirásková – Odler forthcoming). 
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intentional deposit underneath a wall (Köhler et al. 2014: Fig. 16, nos. 1–10). These 

correspond morphologically with full-sized beer jars from the same context, having ovoid to 

thimble-shaped bodies (see Köhler et al. 2014: Fig. 12, nos. 1–29).   

From the period of the Old Kingdom, only very few pieces are attested in publications. 

Whether this fact reflects the real lack of miniaturized beer jars in this period or they simply 

went unnoticed, remains to be seen. So far, there are no examples from the Fourth Dynasty.27 

From the Fifth and Sixth Dynasties, their numbers increase but they still constitute a very low 

percentage of the uncovered ceramic material.   

At Abusir South and Centre, we found almost 20 different examples of these rough, 

hand-made and larger-sized miniature jars. The oldest example comes from the early Fifth 

Dynasty and was found in the tomb of Kaaper (AS 1), in front of the eastern façade of the 

tomb (10/AA/1991, see Fig. 5.28, left). It was rather tall, with a height of 11.5 cm and a rim 

diameter of 3.5 cm. This miniaturized beer jar had an irregular, almost spindle-shaped body 

with a pointed base and a high neck. There were also several examples dating to the second 

half of the Fifth Dynasty. In the tomb of Prince Werkaure (AC 26), one complete jar and a rim 

fragment of another one were found, both in the area east of the eastern wall of the mastaba 

(Arias Kytnarová 2014b: Figs. 4.99 and 4.96, nos. 50/AC26/08 and 93.AC26.09). The fully 

preserved piece had an ovoid body with a rounded base and a low straight neck, with a height 

of 10.7 cm and a rim diameter of 4.6 cm (Fig. 5.28, right).  

Other examples of this type were found also in some Fifth Dynasty structures of 

Abusir South, including the court of Princess Sheretnebty (AS 68), her rock-cut tomb (AS 

68c), the tomb of Nefer (AS 68d) and the mastaba of Shepseskafankh (AS 39). Although these 

are not always identical, they share the main features, such as an ovoid body with partly 

pointed or sharply pointed base and a low neck. They are relatively large, with heights up to 12 

cm. By far, most examples came from Shaft 1 in AS 68c, numbering at least seven individual 

pieces, which were rather homogenous (see Fig. 5.30). Two more examples were attested from 

                                                            
27 The one example found in a ritual shaft of Mastaba 24 in Meidum that was dated to the Fourth Dynasty by the 
excavator (Petrie 1892: Pls.I, XXX, no. 7) has been re-evaluated by Rzeuska, and the whole context was dated to 
the Sixth Dynasty on the basis of well-documented analogies from Saqqara West (Rzeuska 2011).  
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the chapel of tomb AS 68c, one fully preserved (43-116.AS68c.2013, see Fig. 5.28, middle), 

with a height of 10.5 cm. From the chapel of tomb AS 68d, we uncovered one  miniaturized 

beer jar in full profile (40-27.AS68d.2012) with a height of 11.5 cm and a pointed base, and 

another one with similar shape and sizes, broken into two fragments, was found in the fill of 

Shaft 1 of the same tomb (77-8.AS68d.2014 and 79-15.AS68d.2014). Finally, a single piece 

came from the fill of Shaft 6 in the pillared court (70-2.AS68.2013), preserved only in the 

upper part of the body. When compared to full-sized beer jars, all these miniaturized jars can 

be seen as direct copies of Abusir type J-1b, namely beer jars with ovoid body, pointed base 

and low neck. 

There are a few examples of possible miniaturized beer jars of the Sixth Dynasty, but 

these are slightly different in shape and reflect the development in large-sized vessels. From 

Giza, there is only one example documented in detail, which comes from the disturbed burial 

in Shaft 835 in the mastaba of Khentkawes, Priestess of Hathor (Junker 1944: Abb. 29b). This 

small, hand-made jar had an ovoid body with pointed base and rather wide open neck, with a 

height of 13 cm and rim diameter of 5.5 cm. The tomb was dated to the late Sixth Dynasty 

(Junker 1944: 88). 

In the cemetery of Saqqara West, there were lumps of roughly ovoid clay that were 

identified as possible miniature beer jars. They were all uncovered in the so-called ritual shaft 

34 in the complex of Pehenptah, dated to the first half of the reign of Pepy II (Rzeuska 2006: 

Pl. 193).  They can be seen as rough copies of large-size beer jars of the same period.28 There 

were also other miniature vessels that could be modelled after beer jars, although they are not 

designated as such (Rzeuska 2006: Pl. 162, nos. 832 and 833). They are distinguished from 

other miniatures in being hand-made and of different material (Marl C1). Judging from the 

examples from Abusir South, it can be presumed that these are also miniaturized beer jars. 

They have distinctive thimble-shaped bodies that can be seen as reflecting the shape of 

regular-sized beer jars of the Sixth to Eighth Dynasty, i.e. from Qau (Brunton 1928: Pl. 

                                                            
28 Namely full-size beer jars of Phase III (Rzeuska 2006: Table 1, forms 8 and 10). 
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LXXXVII, nos. 77C and 77D). Other analogies include both miniature and full-size beer jars 

from the terminal Old Kingdom uncovered at Akhmim and Balat that are discussed below. 

 

 
Table 5.8 Suggested morphological development of full-sized beer jars and their copies in miniaturized form 

 

Outside of the Memphite necropolis, a few examples of miniaturized beer jars were 

uncovered in the late Old Kingdom cemetery of Akhmim (Hope – McFarlane 2006: Fig. 16, 

A6–A9 and Pl. 7c, A8, front row, left). Their shapes include diverse forms, namely thimble-

shaped, long tubular or ovoid with tapering bodies and pointed bases. It is important to stress 

that all of these forms are available as large-sized beer jars at the same site (Hope – McFarlane 

2006: Figs. 4–7). Unluckily, most of the pottery from Akhmim came from disturbed and 

secondary contexts, therefore the exact spatial distribution and function of these miniatures 

cannot be studied. Therefore, it cannot be determined whether they were meant as part of the 

burial equipment, which is very likely, or whether they were part of later activities in the 

cemetery.  

The Sixth Dynasty cemetery of governors in Qila el-Dab’a in the oasis of Dakhla also 

provided a few examples of miniaturized beer jars. These vessels came from a variety of 

different tombs, generally as part of the burial goods of the deceased. Only in one case were 

they included in the equipment of the nome governor, namely Khentika (Castel – Pantalacci – 

Cherpion 2001: 193, nos. C4–C7). More commonly they were uncovered in the poorer burials 

of the retainers situated around the main tombs (Castel – Pantalacci 2005: Fig. 34, nos. 1 and 
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3). The available shapes are again present both in miniaturized and full-size forms.29 All of 

these tombs are dated to the second half of the Sixth Dynasty, predominantly the reign of 

Pepy II.  

 It is interesting to note that miniaturized beer jars were reproduced not only in 

pottery, but also very rarely in other, much more precious materials. From Giza we have one 

alabaster miniature jar imitating the shape of ovoid beer jars with pointed base from the tomb 

of Seshasekhentiu (G 2120). The jar is very small, with a height of 8 cm and a maximum 

diameter of 3.6 cm (Reisner 1942: Fig. 245, no. 32-12-16 and Pl. 43d, 4/2). From the late Sixth 

Dynasty, there are a few examples of miniaturized beer jars made in copper from the tomb of 

Ptahshepses Impy (G 2381) in Giza. These jars were part of a larger assemblage of copper 

model tools and vessels that were found in the intact burial chamber of Shaft A, dated to the 

reign of Pepy II.30 They clearly copy the characteristic tall cylindrical beer jars with a direct 

rim as seen in the late Old Kingdom examples from Saqqara West, Qau or Abusir (e.g. 

Rzeuska 2006: Pl. 13–14; Brunton 1928: Pl. LXXXVII, 77F and 77G). Another miniaturized 

beer jar from the tomb of Idy in Abydos, also dated to the Sixth Dynasty, can be seen among 

26 copper vessels situated on an offering altar designated for voice offerings (prt-Xrw).31 Such 

occurrence of copper imitations confirms the fact that during the Sixth Dynasty, high officials 

were able to afford much richer burial equipment, both in quantity and material quality, than 

in previous dynasties, and we often find models and miniatures of diverse offering and ritual 

vessels.    

 This morphological and functional evaluation of full-size beer jars and their 

miniaturized copies can be considered only preliminary due to the relatively small amount of 

comparative material. Compared to hundreds of published beer jars, there are less than 50 

fully documented pieces of miniaturized beer jars available in publications. In most cases, 

their occurrence, distribution, function and meaning are not discussed in detail. Therefore, all 

                                                            
29 See i.e. the miniaturized beer jars from the tomb of Khentika (Castel – Pantalacci – Cherpion 2001: Fig. 126, 
C1–C14) with full-size beer jars from the same context (C15–C24).  
30 See photos available on the web pages of the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston, www.mfa.org (nos. 12-12-355 
and 13-2985). Ovoid beer jars with pointed bases can be seen in nos. 13-3241 and 13-2939.  
31 See www.britishmuseum.org, museum number EA5315. 
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the conclusions offered in this analysis should be considered preliminary. In some cases, even 

the identification of these small-size vessels as miniaturized beer jars is problematic. The 

examples coming from the excavation at Abusir were designated thus on the basis of their 

material and morphological relationship to large-sized beer jars and the experience of the 

present author. At other sites, personal analyses conducted by other scholars can naturally 

lead to different interpretations.  

The comparison of the shape of full-size beer jars and their miniaturized counterparts 

has shown that they roughly reflect their development and can be roughly summarized in the 

following way. During the course of the Fourth Dynasty, relatively large miniaturized collar 

beer jars were uncovered in Giza, imitating large-sized beer jars with a collar under the rim. 

Throughout the Fifth Dynasty, the ovoid miniaturized beer jars became more common, fully 

reflecting the development of regular beer jars. Finally, in the Sixth Dynasty, besides ovoid 

miniaturized beer jars, there are also examples of thimble-shaped or tubular ones, again 

conforming to their large prototypes (see Table 5.8).  

The functional analysis is much more complicated, as many miniaturized beer jars 

came from possibly disturbed or clearly secondary contexts. In cases where their original 

spatial distribution can be attributed with more certainty, it is clear that both kinds of vessels 

are present at the same time. It is, therefore, unlikely that the miniaturized vessels were 

designated to fully replace or symbolize their full prototypes in cases where owners could not 

afford them. It is possible that they had a slightly different cultic function and meaning, 

although their small numbers and low occurrences do not allow us to stipulate these precisely. 

Full-size beer jars can be found in all possible contexts connected to funerary activity, from 

being part of burial equipment, intentional shaft deposits, serving as votive offerings in 

subsequent ritual activity to their secondary use as discarded vessels in the building of new 

tombs. The miniaturized beer jars can also be found among tomb goods, in ritual shaft 

deposits, in the fill of burial shafts and in chapels. In some cases, they surely symbolized full-

size beer jars as their cheaper replacement. In the above-mentioned examples when they are 

attested together with their large-size counterparts, it is more likely that they had a slightly 

different cultic function, possibly as a container for a different kind of offering. Hopefully, 
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recent excavations and future publications will bring forth a larger amount of examples to 

enable a more thorough study and discussion.  

 The second type of hand-made miniaturized jars uncovered in our cemetery is that of 

squat jars (MJ-3). There were only 11 examples from the complex of Princess Sheretnetby 

(405-1/AS68d/2014 to 405-11/AS68d/2014) and all came from a single context, namely the 

burial chamber of a young boy in Shaft 3 of tomb AS 68d. Due to the fact that the sealing wall 

into the chamber was found fully intact, the burial can be considered undisturbed and 

provided us with important insight into the burial customs (such as e.g. the body being 

intentionally covered with a layer of very pure sand) and tomb goods, which included animal 

offerings and, among other items, these miniaturized jars. They were all found on top of the 

sealed burial pit containing the body of the deceased. Interestingly, while they were 

undoubtedly part of a single set, they were far from identical. All were made of Nile clay and 

most of them were produced very carelessly, resulting in irregular, lop-sided bodies (Fig. 

5.28). The jars are relatively heterogeneous in their sizes, reaching heights of 8.2–11 cm and 

maximum widths of 8–10 cm. One jar contained plant seeds (405-9/AS68d/2014), which were 

put aside for an archaeobotanical analysis. Four other jars contained remains of a dark 

powdery substance inside, presumably also of organic origin. Two other jars had an 

intentional hole in the base that served an unknown function. In addition, most of the jars 

were “decorated” on the outside with shallow notches on two opposite sides. Only one jar had 

remains of white-washing on its outer walls, while all the other jars were only roughly 

smoothed.  

 Abusir South provided us with other jars of this type. The oldest examples again come 

from the tomb of Kaaper (AS 1), from the area east of the tomb chapel. The jar (11/AA/1991, 

Fig. 5.29, left) was very similar to the above-mentioned examples, especially with its irregular 

and lop-sided body. It had identical height and width of 8 cm. It is interesting, as it was found 

in the same context with a miniaturized beer jar (MJ-1, see supra) and a miniaturized barrel 

jar (MJ-2, see also Kytnarová 2009: Fig. 94). An early Fifth Dynasty example recently came 

from the excavations around the tomb of Kaaper Junior (6-1.AS93.2016), where it was found 

in a compact layer in front of the niche of tomb AS 93 (yet unpublished). It is a very similar 
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example with a height of 9.5 cm and a maximum diameter of 9.3 cm. Other instances when 

both these types (MJ-1 and MJ-3) were used as votive offerings together with the traditional 

miniatures came from the funerary temple of Queen Khentkaus II at Abusir (387/A/1978, Fig. 

5.27, upper left corner). Such use clearly continued into the Sixth Dynasty, as proven by both 

miniaturized beer jars and squat jars uncovered in the superstructure of anonymous tomb AS 

41, particularly in the space of the cultic niche (e.g. 1-1.KK.2007).   

 However, this type is especially popular during the late Sixth Dynasty when it starts to 

appear as part of the funerary equipment inside the burial chambers.  Besides the burial of the 

young boy in Shaft 3 of AS 68d, it was also uncovered in the burial chamber of Shaft 3 and 

possibly also Shaft 1 in the already mentioned anonymous tomb AS 41 (Fig. 5.29, right; see 

also Kytnarová 2009: Fig. 94, second row). The example from Shaft 1 had an intentionally-

made, wide hole in its base, similar to two pieces from the burial of the boy.  

So far, the largest occurrence of this type in the substructures comes from the cemetery 

of Qubbit el-Hawa, where almost a hundred pieces were uncovered inside diverse burials, e.g. 

in QH 25, QH 29, QH 34 e and other tombs (e.g. Edel – Seyfried – Vieler 2008: QH 29/37, 

QH29/96, QH34e/9 and Abb. 100). One of the most numerous contexts contained 45 

individual pieces inside the burial chamber of QH 29 (QH29/96), while another in QH 34e 

held 31 examples (QH34e/9). Unluckily, often only a single piece each was drawn and 

photographed, thus no comparison of morphological diversities among the assemblages is 

feasible. However, it is possible to assess that miniaturized squat jars, together with 

miniaturized beer jars and other smaller-sized vessels, could be a more accessible kind of 

funerary equipment during the terminal Old Kingdom, especially for lower officials and their 

family members.    

 

 5.8 LIDS (CLASS L) 

Lids are usually a very rare ceramic class and often are found only in a handful of pieces. The 

only notable exception was the burial chamber of Queen Hetepheres that brought us 

altogether 11 examples of lids in the tomb equipment (Reisner – Smith 1955: Fig. 78, Pl. 49a). 

Reisner divided them into three types, namely with two ledge handles (G-LIIa), one loop 
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handle (G-LIIb) and one with perforated surface (G-LIIc; see Reisner – Smith 1955: 67). The 

available pieces had not only different shapes but also very diverse dimensions, from very 

small (i.e. less than 20 cm in diameter) to middle-sized (around 30 cm) to very large (almost 

50 cm). They were limited to this singular context and Reisner himself pointed out their 

complete absence in the mastabas of officials. They are considered as connected especially to 

bowls and bowl-tables, as can be confirmed also by iconographic representations. 

Interestingly, none of the examples uncovered so far at the site of Abusir South represent any 

of these three types, showing that the morphology of lids developed quite considerably over 

the course of the Old Kingdom.  

 From the complex of Princess Sheretnebty, only a single incomplete fragment of a lid 

was found, making up a negligible 0.02% of the ceramic assemblage. Fragment 43-

15.AS68c.2012 was uncovered in the debris of the rock-cut chapel of tomb AS 68c, in the 

northern part of the tomb between the serdab and the secondary wall (see Fig. 5.35). Only the 

upper half of the lid is preserved, with a so-called knob handle (L-1). It was a rather small 

example (with knob width of 3.3 cm) and very likely served as a cover for a medium-sized 

bowl. Its preserved height, making up only the upper half of the lid, was 6.3 cm. It was covered 

with a dark red slip on the outer walls. 

 Other tombs in the necropoleis of Abusir also provide only a rare occurrences of lids. 

As an example, from the tomb of Prince Werkaure at Abusir Centre (AC 26), only two 

incomplete lids were found, one in the fill of the false shaft (Fig. 5.33, left) and another from 

the secondary structure AC 32 in the open court (Arias Kytnarová 2014b: Fig. 4.100). The first 

one came from a context where it could be tentatively associated as a lid for a bowl on a tall 

foot (so-called bowl-table of Reisner, see also Reisner – Smith 1955: Fig. 76) and it is very 

likely that as such it served as a censor or incense burner with a lid (Fig. 5.33, right). A similar 

use is attested e.g. in an early Fourth Dynasty example from the tomb of Netjeraperef 

(Alexanian 1999: Abb. 45, S31). Comparing the sizes of these lids, the examples from the tomb 

of Werkaure seem to be smaller.  

 A fully preserved example of the same type, namely a lid with a knob handle (L-1) 

came from the extensive layer of miniature vessels uncovered immediately south of the 
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entrance to the tomb of Kakaibaef (AC 29, yet unpublished). The lid was almost perfectly 

intact, with only part of the rim missing (see Fig. 5.32). It was made of fine Nile clay and 

covered with a dark red slip outside, with irregular and unintentional traces of slip also inside. 

It was a relatively small example, with 10 cm in maximum diameter.  

 As far as earlier examples are concerned, another lid with a knob handle was 

uncovered in pieces close to the entrance to the chapel of the early Fifth Dynasty tomb of 

Kaaper (4/AA/1991; tomb AS 1). It was slightly larger than the above-mentioned examples, 

with a maximum diameter of 15 cm and height of 9 cm (Fig. 5.34). Unlike the later pieces, it 

had a flat rather than modelled knob. The so-far oldest examples of lids with a knob handle 

were found in the tomb of Ity (AS 10) from the late Third/early Fourth Dynasty. They were 

uncovered in the entrance to the cruciform chapel and the magazine immediately south of it, 

at the same level with a cluster of charcoal pieces (see Kytnarová 2009: 139). One lid was fully 

preserved, with a maximum diameter of 10 cm and height of 5.2 cm and had an indented 

knob. The other lid was larger, with a maximum diameter of 13 cm, and was interesting as it 

had indicated perforations on the inner surface, with the holes that did not penetrate the 

whole depth of the lid. Due to their occurrence in association with the fireplace uncovered in 

the magazine, it is very likely that they served as lids for censors during offering rituals, 

similarly to the example from the tomb of Netjeraperef (Alexanian 1999: S31).  

Similar lids with knobs are known from the whole period of the Old Kingdom into the 

Sixth Dynasty (see Rzeuska 2006: 424, Pl. 160) and differ mostly only in sizes and details in the 

shape of the body and the knob. Our examples were found in close proximity to the ritual 

structures, most commonly near the entrance to the tomb chapels (e.g. the tombs of Kaaper 

and Kakaibaef) or directly in it (tomb AS 68c). These might correspond to lid fragments 

uncovered e.g. in the superstructure areas in the tomb of Merefnebef (Rzeuska 2006: 362, Pl. 

160, nos. 825 and 827). The example from the so-called false shaft in the tomb of Werkaure is 

more likely connected to rituals conducted directly during funerals, as one lid was also found 

e.g. in false shaft 34 in the complex of Pehenptah at Saqqara West (Rzeuska 2006: Pl. 160, no. 

826). It is noteworthy that only one of our examples exhibited non-functional perforations in 

the body of the lid.  
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Given the fact that lids are not a common ceramic class and are usually preserved in 

only very few numbers, no chronological sequence could be established yet. Due to the 

absence of lids with knob handles in the early and middle Old Kingdom contexts, it is possible 

to assume that it was a later type that developed in the course of the Fifth Dynasty, while the 

types attested in the tomb of Hetepheres (e.g. with a loop handle or two ledge handles) 

constitute the earlier development. From the available evidence it is possible to propose a 

development from a slightly indented to flattened knob and later to the traditional modelled, 

protruding knob.  

 

 5.9 MUD STOPPERS (CLASS D) 

As a rule, mud stoppers make up only a small percentage of the uncovered ceramic material, 

although their original numbers must have been extensive, given the numbers of jars attested 

in individual contexts. The main reason for their absence is their fragile nature – they were 

always unfired and thus fall apart very easily. Sometimes, it is very difficult to differentiate 

between pieces of mud stoppers and fragments of false filling of Nile mud, and one can be 

mistaken for the other. In theory, mud stoppers should have a well-smoothed outer body and 

be made of a slightly finer clay, while false fillings often contain large pieces of inorganic 

inclusions and are much rougher in appearance. However, these customs are not absolute and 

some well-preserved mud stoppers are made of very rough, unsmoothed clay, while some 

fillings found in situ can be finely worked. In case of doubt, the main marker to look for is the 

imprint of the jar aperture on the lower side of the mud stopper. As far as surface treatment is 

concerned, mud stoppers tend to be smoothed on the outside, while false fillings are often 

smoothed on the inner side, due to having been drawn up along the sides of the vessel (for 

fillings, see e.g. Figs. 3.14 and 4.25).  

 The complex of Sheretnebty is no exception and relatively few mud stoppers were 

uncovered here. Only 51 fragments totalling to a minimum of 36 stoppers were uncovered, 

making up less than 1% of the whole assemblage (see Table 1.1). A vast majority came from 

tomb AS 68c and its diverse contexts, almost half of all the examples, followed by tombs AS 
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68b and AS 68d equally. The smallest amount was found in the area of the open court and 

none were uncovered in the corridor of AS 68 (Table 5.9).   

 

 
Table 5.9 Amounts of mud stoppers from the complex of Sheretnebty 

 

Concentrating on individual contexts, most of the stoppers came from the debris of 

the chapels. The large amount of mud stoppers in the heavily disturbed burial chamber of 

Shaft 4 in AS 68c might also be tentatively attributed to secondary debris originating from the 

chapel. Their presence in funerary contexts is much rarer, surprisingly, especially given the 

fact that they must have been used to seal the jars used as tomb equipment. They are present 

in limited numbers in eight shafts and in only five burial chambers (see Chart 5.13).  

 

 
Chart 5.13 Spatial distribution of all the attested mud stoppers 

 

Context Class
Complete vessels/ 
complete profiles

Rims Bases
Other 

diagnostic 
fragments

Non-diagnostic 
fragments

No. of all 
fragments

No. of 
diagnostic 
fragments

Min. no. of 
vessels

%

Court and staircase D 1 0 0 1 1 3 3 3 8,3%
Tomb AS 68a D 3 - - 2 4 9 5 4 11,1%
Tomb AS 68b D 4 - 1 1 - 6 6 6 16,7%
Tomb AS 68c D 7 1 10 7 1 26 24 17 47,2%
Tomb AS 68d D 5 - - - 2 7 5 6 16,7%

Total  20 1 11 11 8 51 43 36 100,0%
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The mud stoppers from the cemetery of Abusir South can be divided into five 

morphological groups, namely D-1 with a low rounded body, D-2 with a taller rounded body, 

D-3 with a conical body, D-4 with a truncated body and finally D-5 with a wide flattened body 

(Fig. 5.36; see also infra). The analysis of the available mud stoppers from the complex of 

Sheretnetby shows that low stoppers were by far the most common, followed by taller 

stoppers D-2 and D-3 (see Chart 5.14). Given the fact that low stoppers were generally used 

for sealing smaller jars such as J-2, while taller stoppers (D-2 to D-4) were used predominantly 

for beer jars, this also provides us with some presumed functional information about the 

stoppers.  

 

 
Chart 5.14 Frequency of diverse types of mud stoppers in the complex of Sheretnebty 

 

 The cemeteries of Abusir South and Centre provided us with a relatively large amount 

of comparative data concerning the mud stoppers. The largest individual assemblage so far 

was uncovered in the so-called ritual structure AS 74 (see also Bárta – Arias Kytnarová – 

Odler – Sůvová, forthcoming). Most of the stoppers came from the continuous floor layer in 

Area 5 and were closely connected to the occurrence of beer jars. A large number of them 

(namely 13 examples) were fully intact or were at least able to be reconstructed to complete 

profile, with numerous others in fragmentary states. Another large set was provided by the 
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exploration of the tomb of priest Neferinpu, which yielded 16 mostly complete mud stoppers 

from two main burial chambers of Shaft 1 (see also Arias Kytnarová 2014a: 128–130). 

 The low rounded mud stoppers (D-1) are quite common, and the complex of 

Sheretnebty brought us at least 11 securely attested pieces. Some of them were surprisingly 

small and must have been designated for very small jars. As an example, stopper 21-

34.AS68b.2012 from the debris of the chapel in the tomb of Shepespuptah (AS 68b) had a 

maximum diameter of 6.2 cm and height of only 2 cm. The aperture imprint shows that it 

sealed a jar with only about 5.5 cm in diameter. This context brought to light another very 

small stopper (21-6.AS68b.2012) with a maximum diameter of 6.7 cm. It was also intended for 

a very small jar with an aperture of about 5.5 cm. Given the fact that in this chapel, there were 

at least two small ovoid jars of group J-2 with such dimensions (e.g. 21-44.AS68b.2012), it is 

possible that they can be associated with these stoppers.   

 One of the most interesting mud stoppers of this type was number 53-1.AS68a.2013, 

uncovered at a depth of ca. 2.6 m in Shaft 1 of the tomb of Duaptah (AS 68a). Both the inner 

and upper surfaces bear imprints of diagonal binding with differently thick ropes, strings and 

pieces of textile (see Fig. 3.97). It is very likely that such a binding was designed to hold the 

mud stopper in place, but it is not otherwise commonly attested. Interestingly, this mud 

stopper does not fit any of the available jars, but the context contained further fragments of a 

very fine jar made of Marl clay A3 that was lacking a rim.  

 Similar low rounded mud stoppers are very common at Abusir and were found e.g. in 

the neighbouring tomb of Ptahhotep (AS 36, yet unpublished), burial chamber West in the 

tomb of Neferinpu (Arias Kytnarová 2014a: Fig. 7.25), the tomb of Kaiemtjenenet (Arias 

Kytnarová 2011c: Fig. 6.27, 13-7.AS38.2010) and the tomb of Prince Werkaure (AC 26, Arias 

Kytnarová 2014b: 251, nos. 274.AC26.08 and 278.AC26.08). Unpublished material from older 

excavations at Abusir includes numerous examples from the mud brick structures built in the 

corridor east of the tomb of Kaaper (AS 1) and in the so-called Fetekty’s cemetery (AS 6 to AS 

9). Analogies from other sites include the burial chamber of Hefi from Saqqara, dated to late 

Teti/early Pepy I, where they were used to seal fine bulging jars (Kanawati – Abder-Raziq 

2001: 55, Pls 14 and 57, TNE99:19a) and in Corridor 2 at Saqqara West, containing refuse 
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from the second half of the Sixth Dynasty (Rzeuska 2001: 145, Fig. 5). This type usually 

belongs among smaller mud stoppers and has a diameter of maximum 10 cm and height up to  

7 cm, although much smaller examples (such as the ones uncovered at our complex) are more 

traditional. It is almost never found in association with beer jars; and due to its dimensions, it 

was likely meant to seal small and medium-sized finer vessels (such as Arias Kytnarová 2014a: 

Figs. 7.16–7.17). Such a use is confirmed e.g. in two D-1 mud stoppers uncovered with smaller 

ovoid jars within intact burials in tomb QH 25 and another with a fine squat jar in QH 26 at 

Qubbit el-Hawa (Edel – Seyfried – Vieler 2008: Figs. 24, 42 and 254).  

 Taller mud stoppers could be either rounded (D-2) or conical (D-3). They were most 

commonly used for sealing beer jars and as a rule, the visible imprint of the vessel aperture is 

often oval rather than round, thus reflecting the real shape of beer jars that were often 

deformed during drying (Rzeuska 2006: 385) or firing (Junker 1950: 16). Both are often seen 

in iconographic representations sealing beer jars (Brovarski 2001: Figs. 56 and 116b; 

Schürmann 1983: Abb. 17b; Simpson 1980: Fig. 41 and Pl. XLb and c; Moussa – Altenmüller 

1977: Tf. 23; Hassan 1950: Fig. 191; Hassan 1944: Fig. 72; Junker 1940: Tf. VIII; Wreszinski 

1923, Tf. 398; etc.). When found in situ, they are also usually associated with beer jars.  

 These stoppers are often made of lower quality clay, with numerous organic and 

inorganic inclusions (e.g. pieces of stones or even pottery sherds). Their surface treatment 

varies greatly and can range from thoroughly wet-smoothed to one with visible diagonal 

coiling lines (e.g. Arias Kytnarová 2014b: Fig. 4.102) and finally to an uneven, coarse surface.  

Very often, D-2 stoppers are rougher, while D-3 stoppers tend to be made from finer, well-

worked clay. Both of these types are rather tall, reaching up to 10 cm in height.  

 The examples of D-2 stoppers include two found in fragments in the primary floor 

layer of the burial chamber of the presumed husband of Sheretnebty (Shaft 1 in AS 68c). 

Neither were preserved in full profile but the angle of their walls suggest a rounded shape. 

Based on the presence of three large jars made of Marl clay A3, it is possible to assume that 

these stoppers were designated for them. Their sizes are difficult to determine with certainty, 

given their fragmentary state, but the maximum diameters were between 11.5 and 13 cm. One 
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stopper from the chapel of Shepespuptah (21-10.AS68b.2012) reflected the often irregular, 

deformed body of a beer jar, in having also a slightly misshapen oval body. 

 The tall conical mud stoppers (D-3, Fig. 5.36) are slightly more common in complex 

AS 68. Four of them have traces of diagonal wet-smoothing with fingers on the outer surface, 

while the others have a thoroughly even surface. The available pieces have maximum 

diameters of 9.5 –11.5 cm and heights around 9 cm, although one smaller example 

(204/AS68d/2012) does appear as well. Based on the above-mentioned iconographic 

representations, it is safe to assume that they were primarily intended to seal beer jars. One of 

the stoppers (54-2.AS68a.2013) had an intentional perforation in its top (see the discussion 

infra). During the Sixth Dynasty, much taller conical stoppers appeared, sometimes made of 

two separate parts, namely an inner rounded stopper surrounded by an outer conical mound 

(e.g. Rzeuska 2004: Fig. 1). 

 Tall truncated mud stoppers (D-4) that had an intentionally levelled top, are relatively 

rare, and the complex of Sheretnetby provided us with only one example (83-2.AS68d.2014), 

which came from the burial chamber of the official Nefer (Shaft 1 in tomb AS 68d). It was 

most likely used to seal the broken beer jar that was found in the same context. The stopper 

had a height of 7 cm and maximum diameter of 11.5 cm and interestingly, its lower half was 

perforated on the bottom (Fig. 3.261). From Abusir South, we have several attestations of such 

stoppers from burial chambers. In the intact chamber of priest Neferinpu, dating to the late 

Fifth Dynasty, we uncovered 10 beer jars, of which nine were stored leaning against the 

sarcophagus (Arias Kytnarová 2014a: Figs. 7.8–7.9). They were filled with Nile mud, and at 

the time of discovery, were still sealed with D-4 mud stoppers. Another example is provided 

by the burial chamber of lady Setib (Shaft 14 in AS 79) from the Sixth Dynasty. Although the 

context was disturbed, it was possible to say that the burial goods included four beer jars; these 

were scattered around the chamber but still held false fillings of Nile mud (see Figs. 4.22–4.23) 

and were originally sealed with D-4 mud stopper. These were uncovered in pieces but were 

possible to fully restore (Fig. 4.26). Although the evidence is still rather scant, we can assume 

that this type of mud stopper was designated primarily for beer jars.  
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  The mud stoppers of group D-5 are very wide and flattened on their upper surfaces. 

The most characteristic trait is that, although they might appear tall, the majority of the height 

is the massive support running along the sides down to the jar shoulder; the actual stopper 

(measured from the vessel aperture to the top of the stopper) is actually very low. The 

complex of Sheretnetby provided us with only a single example of this particular group. It was 

found in the undisturbed, fully sealed burial chamber of a young boy in Shaft 3 of tomb AS 

68d. It was used to seal an imitation of a Syro-Palestinian two-handled jar that was deposited 

on the slabs of the burial pit, together with the other burial goods (see Fig. 3.281). It bore very 

faint irregular imprints on its outer surface, most likely of a textile rather than an actual 

inscribed seal. The stopper (408b/AS68d/2014) is quite wide, with a maximum diameter of 13 

cm at the base and 12 cm at the top. Its considerable height of 9 cm is mainly taken up by the 

well-preserved lower side of the stopper, while the actual height between the jar aperture and 

top of the stopper is only 3 cm. Similar very wide and flattened stoppers were found e.g. 

sealing fine ovoid jars uncovered in situ in the burial chamber of shaft C2/10 of Corridor 2 at 

Saqqara West (Rzeuska 2006: PL. 39), dated to the second half of Pepy II. Our mud stopper 

was set aside for chemical analysis in order to determine the place of origin of its material, but 

given the hitherto known facts concerning the jar itself and the existence of similar stopper 

shapes at other sites, it is very likely that it was made of local Nile silt.  

At Abusir South, the presence of stoppers with intentional holes is not so unusual, and 

up to now, we have uncovered at least six different examples which came from varied funerary 

contexts, including the burial chambers and shafts in the complex of Princess Sheretnebty (see 

Figs. 3.108–3.109, 3.196). Another example of a perforated mud stopper came from the ritual 

structure AS 74 (6-5.AS74.2013). The function is so far unclear; if the jars were filled with a 

beverage, such a hole could have served as a kind of spout for pouring. However, most of our 

jars undeniably contained only a false filling of Nile mud, and therefore, this explanation is 

not satisfactory. The hole in the stopper was clearly created while the material was still wet, 

and it did not damage the stopper itself; thus it cannot be interpreted as a secondary 

modification. It is possible that the hole was intended to allow the originally wet clay filling of 
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the jar to dry faster and more easily. However, that does not explain the rare occurrence of 

such perforated mud stoppers.   

 

 5.10 TOOLS (CLASS T) 

Ceramic tools are not directly connected with vessels and their occurrences (unlike mud 

stoppers that served as auxiliary devices), and thus are often not included in ceramic 

classifications. They should be characterised as technical pottery given the fact that suitable 

sherds were shaped to be used secondarily as either scrapers, smoothers, scoops or small 

shovels. However, the present author feels that they are an important part of the ceramic 

evidence, and despite their small numbers, they should be taken into account on the same 

level with attestations of diverse stone tools and their functions. Due to the fact that only a 

handful of ceramic tools have been published so far and some only with a simple description, 

the presented text is only a preliminary suggestion on the classification and interpretation, as 

new data might change our viewpoint and approach to this interesting class.  

 From the whole area of AS 68, only six tools were unearthed, making up a very 

negligible 0.14% of the assemblage (see Table 1.1). They were present in only three tombs (AS 

68a, AS 68c and AS 68d, see Table 5.10) and the area of the open court. Only a single tool (79-

1.AS68d.2014) came from the fill of a shaft, the remainder were found in the refuse debris of 

the chapels.  

 

 
Table 5.10 Occurrence of ceramic tools in the complex of Sheretnebty 

 

Such a low occurrence is not unusual – there was only one tool each in the anonymous 

tombs AS 57 and AS 59 in the area west of the tomb of Neferinpu at Abusir South (Arias 

Kytnarová 2011c: 105), seven pieces in the anonymous tomb AS 32 (Tomášek 2003: Tab. 1) 

Context Class
Complete vessels/ 
complete profiles

Rims Bases
Other 

diagnostic 
fragments

Non-diagnostic 
fragments

No.of all 
fragments

No. of 
diagnostic 
fragments

Min. no. of 
vessels

%

Tomb AS 68a T 1 - - 1 - 2 2 1 16,7%

Tomb AS 68a T 1 - - - - 1 1 1 16,7%

Tomb AS 68c T 1 - - 2 - 3 3 2 33,3%

Tomb AS 68d T 1 - - 1 - 2 2 2 33,3%

Total 3 - - 3 - 6 6 6 100,0%
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and two in the tomb of Werkaure at Abusir Centre (Arias Kytnarová 2014b: Fig. 4.103, T). 

Recent excavations provided us with more comparative material, especially from structure AS 

66 situated directly above the rock-cut tombs of Sheretnebty and Nefer, from the exploration 

of the area north of the large tomb AS 31 and from the tomb of Kaisebi (AS 67), to name just a 

few examples.  

The tools from Abusir can be tentatively divided into several groups, most 

prominently scrapers and shovels. The scrapers (T-1) were usually manufactured from hard, 

well-fired sherds of very fine clay (most commonly originating from bowls) and exhibit 

thoroughly smoothed outer edges. The ones found so far are either oval (see infra), 

rectangular (from tomb AS 32, Tomášek 2003: Tab. 3, no. 5), rhomboid (e.g. examples from 

tomb AS 66), trapezoid (pieces from tombs AS 31 and AS 57, see Arias Kytnarová 2011c: Fig. 

4.10, 35-4.AS57.2010) or have other polygonal shapes. Oval shapes are the most common, and 

the scraper uncovered in the shaft of Nefer (Shaft 1 of AS 68d) has such a shape. It is rather 

small, with a full height of 12.2 cm and a width of 4.9 cm (see Figs. 3.251 and 5.37). Other oval 

scrapers include both incomplete pieces from the tomb of Werkaure (Fig. 5.38) and from the 

anonymous tomb AS 78 (yet unpublished).   

The proposed function of these scrapers was the smoothing of diverse objects, among 

others also ceramic vessels (Fig. 5.40). In several contexts of AS 68d, vessels with intentionally 

scraped outer walls were found, leaving visible vertical or diagonal marks.32 Some types of 

bowls (particularly B-2aII and B-10, Fig. 5.39; also see supra) were always scraped on their 

outer lower bodies, making it a deliberate surface treatment that was either supposed to ease 

the handling of the bowls or allow their greater stability when placed on stands. With jars, the 

scraping is often present on the whole lower part of the vessel from the shoulders downwards 

(see e.g. Figs. 3.263 and 3.297), making it not only a functional but very likely also an aesthetic 

feature.  

                                                            
32 Most notably three finer jars from Shaft 1 of Nefer (77-15.AS68d.2014, 77-20.AS68d.2014 and 77-50.AS68d. 
2014), one large spindle-shaped jar from the shaft of his wife Neferhathor (44-13.AS68d.2014) and a smaller jar 
from Shaft 4 (84-2.AS68d.2014 and 86-1.AS68d.2014). 
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The other, smaller group of ceramic tools can be tentatively identified as shovels, as 

they exhibit deeper bodies that were probably used to scoop up some kind of material. They 

were more commonly made from fragments of convex vessels, either deeper bowls or small 

fine jars. The shapes can be highly irregular and include different rounded or angular forms. 

Fully preserved shovel 16-99.AS68.2012, which was uncovered in the upper debris of the 

north-west sector of the pillared court, was manufactured from a small ovoid jar (J-2) and still 

retained part of its white wash on the outer walls. It was medium-sized, with a height of 12.5 

cm and width of 10 cm. Another shovel, but incomplete, 43-79.AS68c.2012, was found in the 

fill of the chapel of AS 68c and very likely had an ellipsoid body.  

As far as tools from other sites are concerned, only a few brief analyses are available so 

far, such as the classification of tools from the ceramic workshops at Ayn Asil. There, among 

the smoothing tools, two main outer forms have been observed, namely rounded or angular 

(Soukiassian – Wuttmann – Pantalacci et al. 1990: 87–88, Fig. 40). The rounded type is 

considered more common and usually includes simple rounded, oval and different irregular 

oval shapes. A large quantity of ceramic tools, numbering several dozens of examples, was 

reported from the early Old Kingdom terrace quarry at Saqqara West. Similar to our pieces, 

they show great diversification in the shapes, predominantly oval, rectangular and triangular 

(Rzeuska 2014: 332–333, Figs. 11–13, 19). Their outer shapes were determined by their 

functions, which might have included shaping, gouging and evening of surfaces, especially 

given the nature of the contexts, i.e. a quarry, with a large presence of spatulas.  

Otherwise, only a few recorded examples are known. A rounded burnishing tool with a 

flattened side was also found in the Lower cemetery of the pyramid builders at Giza (Hawass – 

Senussi 2008: 59, no. 118). It is possible that some objects identified as palettes are actually 

also ceramic scrapers or other tools (e.g. Kromer 1978: Tafel 26, nos. 4 and 5). 
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Ceramic technology: Clays and fabrics, 
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